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1. APOLOGIES 
To receive any apologies for absence.

2. MINUTES 4 - 8
To confirm the Minutes of the last meeting held on 28 March 2018.

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
The duties to register, disclose and not to participate for the entire 
consideration of the matter, in respect of any matter in which a Members 
has a disclosable pecuniary interest are set out in Chapter 7 of the 
Localism Act 2011.  Members are also required to withdraw from the 
meeting room as stated in the Standing Orders of this Council.

4. COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE REVIEW SUB COMMITTEE 9 - 29
Report of Councillor Mark Robinson, Executive Member Governance. 

5. NEXT MEETING 
To make the necessary arrangements for the next meeting.
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BRECKLAND COUNCIL

At a Meeting of the

COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE SUB-COMMITTEE

Held on Wednesday, 28 March 2018 at 2.00 pm in
Norfolk Room, Elizabeth House, Dereham

PRESENT
Councillor E. Gould
Mrs J. Hollis
Mr M. J. Nairn

Mr M. S. Robinson
Mr W.H.C. Smith

Also Present
Mr T. J. Jermy - District Councillor, Thetford Burrell Ward
Mr R King - Chairman, Croxton Parish Council
Mr M. Engwell – Vice Chairman, Brettenham & Kilverstone Parish Council

In Attendance
Sue Daniels - Electoral Services Team Leader
Rory Ringer - Democratic Services Manager
Teresa Smith - Democratic Services Team Leader

Action By

7/18 APOLOGIES 

An apology was received from Cllr T Hewett.

8/18 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Cllr Hollis indicated that a comment had been made in her name 
as part of the Thetford Consultation, but that she had not pre-
determined any decisions and would consider all of the available 
evidence presented as part of the meeting and would make any 
decisions on the evidence before her and with an open mind.

9/18 STAGE 1 CONSULTATION RESPONSES 

 (a) Carbrooke  

Carbrooke Parish Council had requested to increase the size of 
the Parish Council from seven to nine councillors, to reflect 
substantial growth in the village.

Five responses were received with mixed responses to the 
consultation.

Cllr Gould stated that many parishes had trouble in filling parish 
vacancies, and would an increase in membership lead to 
problems with filling the extra seats. 
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The Electoral Services Team Leader indicated that Carbrooke 
Parish Council traditionally has always filled all of its vacancies. 

Cllr Smith was supportive of the proposal to increase the size of 
the parish council.

The options members considered were to:
 Agree to increase from 7 to 9
 No change to current arrangements

It was RESOLVED and members agreed to a 2nd stage 
consultation recommending an increase from 7 to 9 for 
Carbrooke Parish Council in line with the national guidance from 
NALC: The National Association of Local Councils (NALC) 
suggests that the minimum number of councillors should be 
seven and the maximum twenty five. 

 (b) Great Ellingham  

Great Ellingham Parish Council had requested an extension to 
the southern boundary of the parish of Great Ellingham to meet 
the natural boundary provided by the A11; which currently lies 
within the parish of Attleborough (Queens and Besthorpe Parish 
ward).

Three responses had been received in response to the 
consultation and all disagreed with the original proposal.

Great Ellingham Parish Council had requested an extension to 
the southern boundary of the parish of Great Ellingham to meet 
the natural boundary provided by the A11; which currently lies 
within the parish of Attleborough (Queens and Besthorpe Parish 
ward).

Members had regard to three consultation responses. They 
were mindful that all three were opposed to the proposal, but 
also that this represented a very low response rate and they 
could not necessarily be considered representative.

The Democratic Services Manager reminded members that 
DCLG guidance suggests that where possible natural 
boundaries should be used as the defining line.  

Cllr Smith said residents within the area had made a request to 
Great Ellingham Parish Council to move into the Great 
Ellingham parish, rather than remain in Attleborough.  He felt 
that the consultation responses received were predominantly 
based on the Local Plan consultation, and not reflecting the 
Community Governance Review request.

Cllr Gould suggested that the boundary should be extended to 
the natural boundary of the B1077

Members agreed with the proposal.
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It was RESOLVED and members agreed to a 2nd stage 
consultation on extending the parish boundary to the natural 
boundary with the B1077, in line with DCLG Guidance that 
boundaries should be and remain easily identifiable.

 (c) Thetford  

Thetford Town Council had requested an extension to the Parish 
boundary to include the new Sustainable Urban Extension area 
(SUE) which currently lies within the parishes of Croxton and 
Brettenham & Kilverstone.  The Town Council had also asked to 
increase its size from 16 to 20 councillors to reflect the 
increased area.  This would mean additional councillors in the 
Thetford Town Council Wards of Boudica (+1), Anne 
Bartholomew (+1) and Castle Ward (+2).

Members were informed of an error at the top of page 12; the 
report referred to two prior extensions to the Parish Boundary, 
when in fact the extension relates to the Settlement Boundary 
and not the Parish Boundary.

Members took into account the unequal populations of the 
parishes and considered the proportion of the population that 
responded, rather than total numbers. Members were mindful 
that Thetford residents who had responded in favour of the 
proposal represented 2% of the population of that parish (there 
were very few Thetford residents who responded that they were 
opposed to the proposal). Croxton and Brettenham & 
Kilverstone residents who had responded that they were 
opposed to the proposal represented 12% of the population of 
that parish (there were very few Croxton and Brettenham & 
Kilverstone residents who had responded that they were in 
favour of the proposal).

Members were made aware that if they were minded to consult 
at the second stage, with a view to extending the Parish 
Boundary to include the SUE area, it would be advisable to 
consult on including the properties in Hill House Lane, and 
Heathlands Drive which are currently in the Parish of Croxton 
within the proposed Thetford Boundary.

Cllr Jermy was pleased to see the number of responses, and 
was struck that a number of residents in Croxton and Kilverstone 
were supportive of the proposal. In his view Sustainable Urban 
Extension (SUE) development was part of Thetford.

Mr Engwell, the Vice-Chairman of Brettenham & Kilverstone said 
the area of development mostly affected was in the parish of 
Kilverstone. The general view of the Kilverstone residents was 
that they did not want the Thetford parish boundary to move and 
would prefer to stay rural and not urban.

Cllr Gould suggested that it was premature to consider these 
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proposals at this stage, especially when the additional houses 
had not yet been built. 

Members also felt that, before making such a significant change, 
those who would in due course live in the SUE area should be 
consulted, and this should be carried out when the houses are 
occupied.

Cllr Nairn asked how many dwellings were in Croxton and 
Kilverstone at the moment, and what the expansion would 
mean. It was confirmed that 350 houses would be built over the 
next 3 to 5 years.  He agreed with Cllr Gould and suggested that 
it was premature to consider Thetford Town Councils proposals 
at the moment.

Cllr Smith added there had been a view for some considerable 
time that the parishes should not be obliged to have changes 
forced upon them, and that any income from future development 
should be shared across all involved.

Cllr Jermy said the first tranche of houses would be built on the 
new development shortly. He had no strong feelings about the 
number of councillors.  

Cllr Nairn felt that Hill House Lane and the Heathlands Drive 
area should not be excluded from the consultation, if members 
were minded to agree the Thetford proposal.

It was felt that residents from the neighbouring parishes all used 
the amenities of Thetford a small number of these amenities are 
provided by the Town Council. It was identified that residents 
from other areas (including residents of Thetford) utilised the 
Croxton Play area as it was felt it provided for a safe 
environment

Mr Engwell reiterated that the residents of Kilverstone did not 
want to become part of the town and wanted to protect the rural 
status.  

It was RESOLVED and members agreed to a 2nd stage 
consultation that no change to the current arrangements be 
proposed at this time for the following reasons: 

1. 2% of Thetford residents had indicated that they were in 
favour of the boundary change whilst 12% of the 
Croxton, Brettenham and Kilverstone residents had 
indicated that they were opposed the boundary change, 
and

2. Before making such a significant change, those living in 
the SUE area should be consulted, and this should be 
carried out when the houses are built and occupied.
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10/18 NEXT MEETING 

The next meeting will be held in July.

The meeting closed at 3.00 pm

CHAIRMAN
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Mark Robinson, Executive Member Governance 

To: Community Governance Review Sub Committee

Author: Sue Daniels, Electoral Services Team Leader

Subject: Community Governance Reviews - Stage 2 Consultation Responses 

Purpose: To consider the responses to the Stage 2 consultation and agree 
recommendations to go forward to the next stage.

Recommendation(s): 

That Members consider the responses to the Stage 2 consultations, and agree 
recommendations to go forward to the next stage, and determine whether to present the 
current proposals to Council or to make changes to any of the proposals. 

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 Council agreed on 2nd November 2017 to carry out Community Governance Reviews for the 
parishes of Carbrooke, Great Ellingham and Thetford.  Council also agreed to the creation of 
the Community Governance Review Sub Committee to oversee the reviews and report back 
to Council for final approval.

1.2 The Community Governance Review Sub-Committee met on 28 March 2018 to consider the 
responses to the first stage of the Community Governance Review.  The Council published 
draft recommendations on the proposed changes for each of the parishes, and a second 
period of consultation ran from 16 April 2018 to 22 June 2018.

1.3 The detailed responses to the 2nd stage consultation for each of the reviews can be seen at 
Appendices 1, 2 & 3. 

1.4    The proposals for the second stage consultation were as follows:

1.4.1 Carbrooke - to increase the parish council from 7 to 9 members

1.4.2 Great Ellingham - to extend the southern boundary of Great Ellingham Parish to meet the 
natural boundary provided by the B1077. 

1.4.3 Thetford - no change to the current arrangements.

2.0 THE LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK

2.1 In undertaking the review, the Council has been guided by Part 4 of the Local Government 
and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007, the relevant parts of the Local Government Act 
1972 and the Local Government (Parishes and Parish Councils) (England) Regulations 
2008.

The Council is required to have regard to guidance on Community Governance Reviews 
issued in accordance with section 100(4) of the Local Government  and Public health Act 
2007t by the government Department for Communities and Local Government.  This 
Guidance was published in March 2010, and has been considered when conducting these 
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reviews.

Two of the key matters that Breckland Council are required to take into account are 

• The impact of existing community governance arrangements on community
cohesion and 

• The size, population and boundaries of any local community or proposed
  Community Council. 

In carrying out a Community Governance Review, Breckland Council must also consider the 
wider picture of community governance. This includes taking account of well-established 
forms of community governance such as local residents associations and community forums. 
Government guidance indicates that characteristics of good community governance to be 
considered in assessing the options when undertaking such a review include: 
  

• a sense of civic pride and civic values;
• a strong, inclusive community and voluntary sector;
• a sense of place - with a positive feeling for people and local distinctiveness; 
• effective engagement with the local community at neighbourhood level;
• strong leadership; 
• the ability of local authorities to deliver quality services economically and efficiently; 
• an area that is of a size that is viable as an administrative unit of local government. 

The recommendations must take account of any representations received and should be 
supported by evidence that demonstrates any proposed arrangements take account of these 
criteria.  It is desirable that a parish council should reflect a distinctive and recognisable 
community of place, with its own sense of identity. The focus of people’s day-to-day activities 
may not be reflected in their feeling of community identity.  The feeling of local community 
and the wishes of local inhabitants are of primary consideration.

3.0 CONSULTATION RESPONSES

3.1 Carbooke – ‘increase councillors from seven to nine for Carbrooke parish council’ - 
between the 16th April and the 22nd June the number of responses received to the second 
stage consultation on the draft recommendations were two:

Agree with proposal to 
Increase the membership

 

Disagree with proposal to 
Increase the membership

Unclear Total

1 1 0 2

 
3.2 What considerations cover the number of parish councillors?

3.2.1.The government has advised ‘that it is an important democratic principle that each person’s 
vote should be of equal weight so far as possible, having regard to other legitimated 
competing factors when it comes to the election of councillors’.  The number of parish 
councillors for each parish council shall not be less than five, and there is no maximum 
number. However the National Association of Local Councils (NALC) suggests that the 
minimum number of councillors should be seven and the maximum twenty five. 
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Number of parish councillor guidelines (National Association of Local Councils)

Electors Councillors Electors Councillors
Up to 900 7 Up to 10,400 17

Up to 1,400 8 Up to 11,900 18
Up to 2,000 9 Up to 13,500 19
Up to 2,700 10 Up to 15,200 20
Up to 3,500 11 Up to 17,000 21
Up to 4,400 12 Up to 18,900 22
Up to 5,400 13 Up to 20,900 23
Up to 6,500 14 Up to 23,000 24
Up to 7,700 15 Up to 45,000 25
Up to 9,000 16

Carbrooke parish has an electorate of 1,634 electors (as at 1 July 2018), based on further 
development this is likely to increase by approximately 250 electors by 2023.

3.2.2.The Government’s guidance is that ‘each area should be considered on its own merits, 
having regard to its population, geography and pattern of communities’. Council’s should 
take account and pay particular attention to existing levels of representation, the broad 
pattern of existing council sizes which have stood the test of time, and the take up of seats at 
elections in its consideration of the matter. It is recognised that the conduct of Parish Council 
business does not usually require a large body of councillors.  By law the Council in this 
review must have regard to the following factors when considering the number of councillors 
to be elected for the parish.

 The number of local government electors for the parish
 Any change in that number which is likely to occur in the period of five years 

beginning with the day the review starts.

3.2.3.The Council will also take into account the following considerations:

 To ensure that the allocation of councillors to parishes is equitable across the 
district, whilst acknowledging that local circumstances may occasionally merit 
variation.

 To appreciate that there are different demands and consequently different levels of 
representation are appropriate between urban and more rural parishes in the district.

3.3 Great Ellingham – ‘extension of the parish boundary to the natural boundary with the 
B1077’ between the 16th April and the 22nd June the number of responses were four:

Agree with proposal to 
extend the Boundary

Disagree with proposal 
to extend the Boundary

Unclear Total

1 2 1 4

Great Ellingham has an electorate of 930 (as at 1 July 2018).     

3.3.1 Section 95 of The Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 (LGPIH) 
sets out the considerations which must be made when making changes (if any) to the 
electoral arrangements which apply to a parish council. In this instance 95 (5) (c) applies the 
desirability of fixing boundaries which are, and will remain, easily identifiable.  
It should be noted that a principle council (in this instance Breckland Council) cannot amend 
district ward boundaries, as this power rests with the Local Government Boundary 
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Commission for England (LGBCE) and any proposed  ward boundary changes would require 
their permission. Therefore, even if the review concluded that the administrative boundary of 
the parish should change, the current district ward boundaries would remain unchanged, until 
such time as the LGBCE consent to amend them.

3.3.2 It should also be noted that if, as part of a community governance review, a principle council 
wishes to alter the electoral arrangements for a parish/parish ward whose existing electoral 
arrangements were put in place within the previous five years, the consent of the LGBCE is 
required. The current parish warding arrangements for Attleborough (Queens & Besthorpe) 
were agreed in July 2014 as part of a district wide review; therefore any proposals to 
implement any changes to the current arrangements before July 2019 would require the 
consent of the LGBCE.

3.4. Thetford – ‘no changes to the current arrangements’- between the 16th April and the 22nd 
June the number of responses received to the second stage consultation on the draft 
recommendations were

Agree with ‘No 
Change’ Proposal

Disagree with ‘No 
Change’ Proposal Duplicates Total

92 3855 94 3947

Parish electorates as at 1 July 2018

 Brettenham & Kilverstone 335 
 Croxton 354 
 Thetford 16,960

The area splits for those responses were as follows:

Croxton Brettenham Kilverstone Thetford Out of Area
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Agree Disagree

18 10 37 14 15 1 19 3778 3 52

Responses to Stage 2 consultation can be found at Appendix 3. In addition to these, the 
number of representations to which a single word ‘Disagree or similar single phrase’ was 
used was 3,347. Copies of these documents are available for public inspection at Breckland 
Council offices before the meeting or as a separate document on the Breckland Council 
Website.  If you wish to inspect these documents please contact the Democratic Services 
Team.

3.5 If Members are minded to make recommendations to approve the original proposal (or a 
variation of it) to take the SUE into Thetford then there will be a need to consider new 
electoral arrangements for the area concerned and to consult upon them. There would need 
to subsequently form part of the final recommendation to Council and subsequently for 
agreement by the Local Government Boundary Commission. 

4.0 OPTIONS

4.1 To agree recommendations to go forward for either further consultation or to Council for 
approval.

5.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)
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5.1 To comply with the requirements of the Local Government and Public Involvement in Health    
Act 2007 having regard to the Guidance on Community Governance Reviews issued by the 
Department of Communities and Local Government (March 2010) 

6.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

6.1 To deliver the benefits in line with the criteria set down in the Local Government and Public 
Involvement in Health Act 2007 for improved community engagement, more cohesive 
communities, better local democracy and result in more effective and convenient delivery of 
local services. 

7.0 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the  
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; Constitutional & 
Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & Diversity/Human Rights; 
Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; Safeguarding; Staffing; 
Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation Programme; Other. Where the report 
author considers that there may be implications under one or more of these headings, these 
are identified below.

7.1 Constitution & Legal
7.1.1 Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 in conjunction with Guidance 

on Community Governance Reviews published by the Department for Communities and 
Local Government and the Local Government Boundary Commission for England (March 
2010). Final approval is required by Council. 

7.2 Corporate Priorities
7.2.1 Providing the right services, at the right time and in the right way
7.2.2 Enabling stronger, more independent communities

7.3 Financial 
7.3.1 The work will be undertaken by officers by way of normal business

7.4 Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales
7.4.1 Residents of Carbrooke, Great Ellingham, Thetford, Croxton, Brettenham & Kilverstone, 

elected representatives of Carbrooke, Great Ellingham, Thetford, Croxton, Brettenham & 
Kilverstone, parish councils

8.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

8.1 Parishes of Carbrooke, Attleborough, Great Ellingham, Thetford, Croxton, Brettenham  & 
Kilverstone

9.0 ACRONYMS 

9.1 Local Government Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 (LGPIH)
9.2 Sustainable Urban Extension (SUE)
9.3 Terms of Reference (ToR)

Background papers:- None: but we have had regard to the following published document: 
Guidance on Community Governance Reviews 2010 – published by 
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the Local Government Boundary Commission/Department for 
Communities and Local Government 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/community-governance-
reviews-guidance  

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Sue Daniels, Electoral Services Team Leader
Telephone Number: 01362 656370
Email: elections@breckland.gov.uk 
Key Decision: No
Exempt Decision: No 

This report refers to a Mandatory Service  
Appendices attached to this report: 
Appendix 1 Responses to Stage 2 Consultations - Carbrooke, 
Appendix 2 Responses to Stage 2 Consultations - Great Ellingham 
Appendix 3 Responses to Stage 2 Consultations - Thetford
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Reference Number Carbrooke Community Governance Review - Second Stage Consultation Responses - 16 April - 22 June 2018

SSCC00001

I disagree with the proposal. The established village of Carbrooke is in a different world to the new estates. This is 
inevitable.  It may be a better idea to change the boundaries to bring the new estates in to Watton parish and if 
necessary increase their councillors.  People in my estate think of themselves of being of Watton that the visit regularly. 
Many have never been to Carbrooke village and they have no need to visit it.

SSCC00002 Providing they are not sponges and actually do good. Then totally up for it
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Reference Number Great Ellingham Community Governance Review - Second Stage Consultation Responses - 16 April - 22 June 2018

SSCGE00001

I disagree with this proposal completely. This will expand the village boundary and include such a large extra area of land for development 
that we will no longer be a village once the section  next to the A11 is built upon which is currently part of Attleborough. The village will have 
all the headaches with no advantages for infrastructure or consideration for the residents as they are now. Keep the boundary as it stands 
now!  Great Ellingham will be consumed and not the type of place I would want to stay in.  

SSCGE00002

DISAGREE. The village is already expanding to unsustainable levels due to big builders exploiting loopholes in the planning laws. By allowing 
an extension of the boundary it opens the back door to yet more development. The infrastructure is not there to support what was already 
here, let alone what is already planned to be built. If development occurs along the 1077 to the A11,essentially there will be no distinction 
between the village and Attleborough.  I live here and have done for over 30 years because it’s a village. If I wanted to live in a town I would 
have done so.

SSCGE00003 Agree - the boundary should be moved as proposed.
SSCGE00004 The village is getting bigger, but the pre school is struggling to get a bigger buliding to accommodate all the children under 5. 
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Reference 
Number Thetford Community Governance Review - Second Stage Consultation Responses - 16 April - 22 June 2018

SSCT00001 I disagree with the proposal to keep the boundary unchanged. As a Thetford resident, I find it unfair that these houses will be so close to the town and its services, but not contribute financially to them. 
SSCT00002 This area should come under Thetford administration - these houses will use the town infrastructure & should be counted as such. 
SSCT00003 I agree to the changing of the parish boundary to include Croxton, and other outlining areas.  People in these areas already make full use of our public services, and should be incorporated into Thetford as a whole as a result
SSCT00004 people in the parishes have full use of Thetford's public services, they should be incorporated into Thetford 
SSCT00005 I feel the boundaries need to be changed so that the new housing estate is incorporated into the thetford boundary. 

SSCT00006
I strongly disagree that the SUE should remain outside of Thetford. The new houses will be using schools, football clubs, walking up the Castle Hill  making use of the public toilets and they will wish to be part of a Thetford community. Why sectionalise our town? Let 
them pay the higher rate of council tax that we enjoy here. It is underhand to ask them once they are paying less to a small village if they would like to be part of the town! This form is badly worded and seems designed to help confuse people............we have answered 
once, are the goalposts going to be moved again?

SSCT00007

I disagree the proposal, the Thetford boundary change must happen. The new houses will be part of Thetford, no one buys a house on a 5000 property estate for village living, they want to be a part of a town with facilities and that town will be Thetford. Because of this 
the new residents should pay the council tax like the rest of Thetford.  Residents coming into town from the new estate will use Town council facilities, such as public buildings, the newly refurbished toilets on Castle Park and Cage Lane and litter bins, but to name a few. 
Breckland council have been very underhand in their failure to acknowledge the first consultation, the will of the people of Thetford should be listened to, by purposely dividing communities before they are even formed, you are asking the trouble. This form I found very 
badly worded and may be seen by a more cynical person another attempt to alter the results. What happened to council  transparency ?  I will be offering any help needed to ensure that the correct result is gained for Thetford, the SUE and Croxton (before they are 
swallowed up by 1000’s of new residents). 

SSCT00008 If the residents have n the new areas of development will be using the facilities of Thetford, then it is my belief that the boundaries should be moved to include them and all that, that would entail. 

SSCT00009 It is important that the boundaries are changed to incorporate the new housing development. The population of the new estate will be large enough to have an impact on Thetford town so it is only logical that they should contribute to the costs of Thetford it is an
opportunity to use an increased revenue pool to the advantage of both current & new residents of Thetford.

SSCT00010 I disagree with the proposal 

SSCT00011 I feel the parish boundary should be extended to include the new development, furthermore, waiting until the houses are built to ask residents is a mistake as residents will be highly unlikely to agree to changes that will increase their council tax. Those living in the urban
extension will be using Thetford services to the same extent as those currently in the parish,it is only fair that they pay the same. 

SSCT00012 Boundaries must change to allow for more income to Thetford.
SSCT00013 Disagree

SSCT00014 New builds need to be incorporated into the town boundary if they are to use the towns amenities. Why should existing residents pay more to use stretched facilities! Knowing how this works, I believe the decision has probably already been made and this consultation
will just be a token gesture. The councils always seem to be out of touch with the real world I’m afraid. 

SSCT00015 I think the boundry should be moved
SSCT00016 I fully support the proposal as it is fairly obvious that the new residents will be making significant use of the services provided by Thetford Town Council and they should therefore contribute to those costs.
SSCT00017 I feel that the thetford town boundaries should be extended as people from the surrounding villages use thetfords facilities such as shops, car parks, parks, schools, doctors, dentists, and support groups on a regular basis. 
SSCT00018 I think the boundary should be changed and expanded.
SSCT00019 I believe the boundaries should be move as all of the residents will be using the local amenities so they should pay the same as everyone else.
SSCT00020 I disagree with the proposals
SSCT00021 I disagree with the proposals.
SSCT00022 Against the proposal.
SSCT00023 Disagree with keeping boundary the same these homes need to come under Thetford 

SSCT00024 I think that the Thetford boundaries should be extended and the extra councillors given. Residents of the SUE will be accessing the facilities in Thetford, will consider themselves residents of Thetford and the development is being marketed as being part of Thetford. As
such, it seems sensible that the governance of the area is also part of Thetford.

SSCT00025

I have had quite a bit of hospitalisation and due to this was unaware of first consultation. I now wish to give my view at this stage. There should be a boundary change. As Thetford grows these changes become necessary. Thetford facilities will be used by a large number 
of occupants who are over the boundary line if not. This will be without financial contribution from those residents or any other support Thetford might otherwise be able to gain from Breckland District Council, Norfolk County Council or national government thus becoming 
a considerable burden on our already overstretched infrastructure. I am a dialysis patient who according to my dialysis unit should be seen by a gp immediately once I’ve told them I am a dialysis patient. The reality is that I have a phone appointment only booked for this 
week after a four week wait . This is after a mistake they have made on a medication that was requested by dialysis doctor and follow up conversation she had which left her angry.
If this is how bad it is now how bad will it be with thousands more people adding to the register of only two surgeries. It doesn’t stop there. Education, policing, fire service road maintenance and so on. There will be no magic line between us. All the benefits and not the 
cost, or can we bill the parishes that will effect us?

SSCT00026 I disagree with the proposal. Boundary should be moved so we all pay the same amounts for the services.
SSCT00027 I strongly disagree with the proposal of leaving the boundaries unchanged.
SSCT00028 Of course the boundaries should be changed to unite the Town and Parishes and end the squabbling. The urbanisation of the Parishes is inevitable so as a community we can all work as one whether it be residentially or commercially
SSCT00029 I agree that the current boundaries should stand    No changes 

SSCT00030 I am very happy to see that the boundary will be left as it is and allow the people of the new SUE area to decide once the houses have been built. As a resident of Heathlands Drive I did not want the boundary to change as it would effect my address and house price. We
have always been Croxton since the houses were built and wish to remain part of Croxton.

SSCT00031 I agree the boundary should be moved. It’s unfair to let people move into new homes and then increase their council tax. All of the new houses will benefit from Thetford facilities 

SSCT00032 I think the boundaries should be changed to be included into Thetford as I’m sure that the major parts of our services will be used ie: rubbish collection, schools, Doctors, healthy living centre, Police, shops etc, probably a lot more amenities that I haven’t mentioned. The
council are always saying that there isn’t the money to get things done, so if not included it will be spread even thinner, and Thetford residents will be the ones to suffer. Boundaries should be Changed.

SSCT00033

Hello, I would like to highlight an error / mis-wording in the documentation provided for the 2nd stage of the community governance review (https://www.breckland.gov.uk/media/8896/Thetford-Stage-2-Proposals/pdf/Thetford_Stage__2_Proposals.pdf). The document 
twice states "2% of Thetford residents had indicated that they were in favour of the boundary change whilst 12% of the Croxton, Brettenham and Kilverstone residents had indicated that they were opposed the boundary change". This is factually incorrect written as it has 
been, and should say "2% of Thetford residents responded, of whom 90% were in favour of the boundary change. 12% of Croxton, Brettenham and Kilverston residents responded, of whom 89% were against the boundary change". (Note my numbers may not be exactly 
correct as I don't have your population numbers you use to calculate response rate - perhaps electoral roll or estimate population over 18?). I'm not sure if this is a deliberate attempt to influence responses one way or another by the council, but for sure whether you are 
for or against the proposal this error must be corrected as a matter of urgency. Misleading statistics serve no purpose other than to erode the trust of constituents in the democratic process, and potentially call into question the consultation result and require it to be re-run 
resulting in a waste of taxpayers money. Would you please let me know how you intend to proceed in this matter? 

SSCT00034
I believe that the boundary should be changed to have the entire new estate included in the town of Thetford. My reasons for this are as follows * The residents of this area will be using the facilities supplied by Thetford town council and as such should be expected to 
contribute towards these facilities. * The parishes would likely lose the village feel and do not have the infastructure to support the new homes. * The original proposal that was put in the plans firmly stated that it was an expansion of Thetford. This is stated on the boards 
that advertise the proposal.

SSCT00035 Any new development should be within the Thetford boundary as it is the services within Thetford that the residents of the development will be using.

SSCT00036

I wholeheartedly disagree with your proposal to leave the current situation as is. I believe the SUE should come under Thetford, as in reality this is an extension to Thetford and not to Croxton/Kilverstone etc. The people who will live in the SUE will clearly consider 
themselves as Thetford residents (indeed, this is how the SUE is being marketed) and will use Thetford town's services and therefore should pay council tax to Thetford for those services and not be considered to be part of a village parish that will not provide services for 
them. Your proposals to leave things as they currently are and wait until people move in to the SUE and then consult them too is completely ridiculous as the SUE will be built over many years (up to about 2030, I believe) so some new SUE residents will potentially be 
free-loading off existing Thetford residents for over 10 years before they might be consulted!  How on Earth can this be fair to existing Thetford residents?  And then at some undetermined future date asking SUE residents whether they want to pay more council tax (by 
becoming part of Thetford) would be like asking turkeys to vote for Christmas!  Your proposal stinks. The results of the first consultation in absolute terms were overwhelming in favour of including the SUE in Thetford.  We cannot have a minority from the small parishes 
wagging the dog's tail. I believe Breckland are deliberately making the consultation difficult and confusing by now reversing the question in the second consultation and hoping that people who responded the first time will not respond to this second consultation.  It has 
also been poorly advertised. It's high time Breckland actually did what the majority of residents/respondents want and not what's easiest for them administratively.  You're our elected representatives, so for goodness sake, do what the people are asking you to do and 
stop procrastinating.
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SSCT00037 I disagree with the proposal and think that the boundary should be moved, .the style and nature of this consultation is divisive and will serve to confuse folk rather than gain honest opinions from those who will be most affected.Local budgets are already stretched to the
limit .

SSCT00038 I believe that THE BOUNDARIES SHOULD BE CHANGED as recommended by the Town Council. People living in the SUE will use Thetford facilities so should pay towards their upkeep.  THEY SHOULD NOT HAVE A VOTE IN THIS MATTER - logically they will all vote
to pay lower local taxes so the cost to the existing Thetford residents will increase.

SSCT00040 I disagree with the proposal to maintain the boundary but believe it should be extended to include the Sustainable Urban Extension to the north of the town.
SSCT00041 I disagree with the proposal. The new housed should come into thecThetford boundary as they will use Thetford services - the number of houses  makes this an expansion of the town not an addition to villages.
SSCT00042 I agree totally.
SSCT00043 I disagree with the proposal and would like to see the development come under the Thetford Town council

SSCT00044 I wish for the boundaries to remain the same. I live on Heathlands Drive which means if the boundaries are moved my address will change, my council tax will dramatically increase and you will devalue my house. Hill house lane and Heathlands Drive have been apart of
Croxton community since it was built 28 years ago. Please let us remain the same.

SSCT00045 I do not wish for the Thetford Boundary to be extended to include Brettenham and Kilverstone Parish.
SSCT00046 I agree that the boundaries should be changed and that these properties will be using facilities paid for by Thetford residents so why should all residents of this new development not pay the same as they will be getting the use of our facilities
SSCT00047 I disagree with no change - want boundary to include S.U.E.
SSCT00048 Disagree with no change want boundary to include S.U.E.
SSCT00049 I disagree with the proposal
SSCT00060 Disagree strongly should be Thetford the town expansion was for here
SSCT00065 Must happed move the boundary - disagree
SSCT00066 I do not agree with keeping the existing boundary and wish the boundary to be moved to include the SUE this will benefit all
SSCT00067 Dissagree with the boundary proposal Boundary shoud inchin SUE
SSCT00068 I can not agree with you proposal I would like to see the boundary moved to include the SUE
SSCT00070 I disagree with no change, the SUE should be included in the Thetford Boundary
SSCT00071 I disagree that there should be no change, to the existing Town Boundary. Therefore the Boundary changes should be made to include the SUE
SSCT00072 I cannot agree with the proposal of no change. We need everyone to contribute an equal amount, the Boundary should be moved to include the SUE
SSCT00083 I disagree Boundary should include SUE
SSCT00084 I disagree with the proposal and wish the change of the SUE
SSCT00085 I disagree with the proposal and wish the change of the SUE
SSCT00096 Disagree as this is not moving Thetford forward we were told the homes were for Thetford
SSCT00097 The boundary should be changed to include the new housing development as part of Thetford as it seems unfair that residents of the Kingsfleet development will use Thetford town facilities.
SSCT00098 I disagree with the proposal as I believe the residents of the new Kingsfleet development will use the Thetford Town facilities and so should pay towards them via the council tax 
SSCT00099 For clarification I disagree with the proposals for no change

SSCT00100

It is essential that the new area is brought within the boundary for Thetford Town Council.  The proposed expansion will be adjoining the estates within the Town boundary but will not adjoin the other parishes.  Anyone looking at this new development will consider it part 
of Thetford as it is within the bypass and adjoining the town.  This is a large development and not a small village development and therefore again the new residents will identify with Thetford Town and not the villages.  They will use the services in Town and so should 
contribute to them. It would be crazy for neighbours in the same type house to pay different Council Tax but using the same services. The percentages given are distorted.  "5 of the total residents of Thetford is not the same as the % of actual responders.  Any
democratic voting is only based on those actually voting and not based on the % of eligible voters.  What were the total number of responders in Thetford?  Your statistics and therefore unreliable and inappropriate. We cannot wait until the new residents are there and 
then ask them their opinion.  That is nonsensical. Also that would defeat any S106/CIL payments/negotiations. The key question is again - to which community will the new residents identify as being part of  Clearly that is Thetford Town and not the parishes and therefore 
the boundaries should be changed accordingly.

SSCT00101 I think that houses on the new development should be charged at the same council tax rate as Thetford as they will benefit from the same facilities. My home is not far from the new site so they should pay the same as we do.
SSCT00102 I disagree with the proposal to change the boundaries - I see no need
SSCT00103 I strongly disagree with the proposal for no change. I think it is the obvious time to change and can only bring positives to the overall 'structure' of the town.
SSCT00104 I think the boundaries should stay how they are currently and stay exactly the same.
SSCT00105 The boundaries should stay how they are at the moment for sure.
SSCT00108 Disagree - Benefits of town should be paid for by all
SSCT00115 Disagree ! More 'em
SSCT00120 There was no response marked on this submission
SSCT00121 Disagree with no change
SSCT00149 Disagree it will be so unfair!
SSCT00156 Agreed - the boundary should be extended as proposed. 

SSCT00157 I disagree with the "no change" decision taken at Breckland COUNCIL LEVEL. I feel it is important that a possible 15000 people living in the area designated for development should be within the borough of Thetford for reasons of schooling and NHS budgets.

SSCT00158 I agree there should not be a change at this time. The building of the 5000 houses is phased over many years assuming of course they will all be built and I am not aware of any date being published when the first phase is to commence. With the first trench yet to be dug
and the first brick not yet laid, the original proposal by Thetford Town Council to extend their boundary is both premature and unnecessary. The original proposal should only be reviewed once sufficient houses have been built to warrant a change

SSCT00159
I agree that the boundary should be moved so that the 5000 houses fall within the Thetford boundrary . How can a 75% majority be overruled by a 25% minority . Is this democracy or a dictatorship by people with a vested interest . Yes , I did vote in the first ballot and 
Yes , I did vote not to have the Bus Station moved to where it is , but does anybody take any notice? --do they hell . It just fullfills a moral obligation to " ask the people their opinion " THATS ALL !! . The decisions are made long before you ask for public opinion !! --I don't 
remember any General Elections , irrespective of turnout percentages , where the minority party wins .

SSCT00160 I disagree  with no change. It sounds like the bus station proposal all over again. The council have already decided what they want,& will go against the majority vote of the people who live here.

SSCT00161 I support the proposal that the boundary change for Thetford be changed to include the 5000 new houses which are planned to be built on the edge of the town. It should also include other areas on the fringes of the town such as Arlington Way etc. The residents of
these properties will inevitably benefit from the towns services and amenities

SSCT00163 I DISAGREE with the proposal, and think changes should be made.

SSCT00164 I disagree with the proposal of no change. Thetford needs to expand its boundaries to encompass the new houses and their inhabitants, who will undoubtedly use the town for shopping, education and recreation. Thetford Town Council has the ability to provide the
services to those people.

SSCT00165 I believe in the original proposal that the boundary for Thetford should be changed to encompass the new housing development.  I don't think there is enough prominent information being given  to the people of Thetford, proven by the fact that there were only 500 people
that responded.  Surely it cannot be fair that whilst our community charges are rising , we will not be getting any extra money for vital services within Thetford that these residents will be using

SSCT00166 I believe that the new housing should be included within Thetford as new residents will almost certainly be using Thetford facilities and amenities (eg doctors, dentists, car parking, leisure, work, transport, child care etc) and thus should contribute towards the town as a
whole. I am in favour of the change.

SSCT00167 The Kingsfleet development, as well as Arlington Way, should be included in THETFORD as these residents will at some time use the facilities in Thetford.
SSCT00169 I Disagree, Boundary should include SUE
SSCT00170 I disagree with the proposal
SSCT00172 I disagree with no change
SSCT00178 Disagree - Kingsfleet boundary should include Croxton, Kilverstone + Brettenham 
SSCT00219 As the area that is planned to be developed is an extension of Thetford and will receive services from Thetford I think the Town Council area should be increased. I would reject the proposal to no change to the existing arrangements.
SSCT00220 I would like to see the boundaries changed so that the proposed new development of 5000 houses are included within the Thetford boundary. They will be making use of the facilities of Thetford so should pay the same council tax as we do.
SSCT00222 I Disagree. There should be a change to incorporate the new Kingsfleet Development.
SSCT00223 I Disagree. There should be a change to incorporate the new Kingsfleet Development.
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SSCT00224 I strongly disagree with the proposal people using the facilities and services should pay the same as people in Thetford. Why should we pay more than people outside the current boundaries when they use our services. 

SSCT00225 I strongly disagree with the proposal of no change to the current arrangements. I am in favour of the boundary being changed in order that the future occupiers of the 5000 houses due to be built fall within the boundary of Thetford, the future occupiers will then be able to
financially support the benefits that Thetford will inevitably provide through Council Tax. 

SSCT00226 I agree 

SSCT00227 It cannot be democratic to build up to 5000 new homes in a parish location which geographically is part of the Thetford urban area and allow local taxes raised to go to the distant village while the residents will actually be using facilities provided by Thetford Town Council.
The simple expedient of aligning the parish boundary to the Thetford by-pass and placing the new homes within the jurisdiction of the Town Council would mean that taxes raised would then go to the Town Council for the benefit of the whole town inclusive of the 5000 
new homes.  This would provide funding for the building and maintenance of such things as new play areas, for example, which clearly would be needed within the context of all these new homes.  Please realign the parish boundary.

SSCT00228 I agree with the proposal of no change to the Boundary of Thetford Parish, Surrounding villages and councils will lose their rural identity if this goes ahead and they will end up paying extra for amenities that they will not benefit from

SSCT00229 No changes should be made to the boundary of Thetford, People who live in villages near to Thetford live in a rural location for a reason and do not want to be swallowed up under the Thetford banner, Future voting will be skewed towards greater numbers
SSCT00230 Disagree.   These new developments must be included into the Thetford boundary      
SSCT00231 The boundary NEEDS to be moved to accommodate the new housing estate. There must be a change of boundary otherwise thetford will suffer.
SSCT00232 The boundary must change, these householders will be using Thetford facilities and so should pay for them - as I do.
SSCT00233 The new houses have to come under Thetford so the boundary must move. There is little enough infrastructure or resources to cover the people who pay Thetford council tax.
SSCT00234 I wasn't able to vote in the first round but I would support the boundary change, so please add my name to those in favour of the change.

SSCT00235 The boundary must be moved. The services the town council supply in just the town itself, will inevitably be used by this influx in the population and so will cause a need for extra care and attention to maintain them. If the boundaries are not moved the town cannot claim
the taxes and funds to meet that extra demand on maintenance and it is likely we will see a deterioration in those services.

SSCT00237 I agree fully with the proposal.
SSCT00238 Everyone living in Thetford should pay the correct amount for the area. I have no objections to these proposals. 
SSCT00242 Disagree Thetford should revert to Borough status
SSCT00259 I disagree this was meant to be expanding the town not the village. As usual ignore Thetford.
SSCT00318 disagree move boundary
SSCT00319 disagree move boundary
SSCT00324 Disagree why should Thetford people pay more
SSCT00335 disagree with the proposal

SSCT00336 I disagree with the proposal. The 5000 homes of the SUE should fall within the parish of Thetford & the boundary should be moved to reflect this. The residents of the SUE will utilise Thetford provided facilities therefore precept receipts should go to the Thetford Town
Council to reflect this.

SSCT00337 Totally disagree as its just an excuse for the council to grab more money without providing increased infrastructure like has been displayed in the past.The Town is already overstretched and if people are paying they will expect more which wont be more.
SSCT00366 Disagree - Everyone whos uses Thetford Town facilities should come under the same boundary, including new develeopments. It would be unfair
SSCT00369 I Disagree with the proposals
SSCT00370 I Disagree with the proposal
SSCT00373 Disagree - move the boundary
SSCT00380 I disagree with this
SSCT00381 I strongly disagree
SSCT00382 Disagree you need to move boundary
SSCT00383 Disagree you need to move boundary
SSCT00410 Disagree, In my opinion it is wrong for the new owners of houses in the expansion of Thetford not to pay council tax to Thetford. The town boundarie should be changed to include them as they will use the facilities of Thetford
SSCT00445 I am so totaly Disagrred
SSCT00449 Disagree. Think boundaries should change and include Croxton, Kilverstone and Brettenham
SSCT00450 Disagree strongly - Boundaries should be extended and all council taxes should reflect those accessing the services
SSCT00462 Disagree. Everybody should pay the same amount of council tax if they benefit from the services

SSCT00489 I have provided an earlier response which may have been incorrect.  I would like to state that I am NOT in favour of any boundary changes and that NO CHANGE should be made at this time.  If my previous answer was contrary to this then I would request it is removed
as it was a misunderstanding.  I DO NOT WANT ANY CHANGE TO THE BOUNDARY NOW OR IN THE FUTURE AND WOULD LIKE TO SUPPORT THE OPTION THAT WILL HELP ACHIEVE THIS RESULT.  Thank You.

SSCT00490 I disagree with the proposal as everyone using the available facilities should contribute an equal share of the costs
SSCT00491 I disagree as everyone sharing the facilities should pay an equal share of the costs

SSCT00492
I feel the new houses should be in Thetford not Croxton and the new boundary should be the by-pass and therefore DISAGREE with the proposal. Croxton is a small village which would be swamped by the huge number of new houses. The new residents would naturally 
go to Thetford for all their requirements from Doctors to Schools and therefore it is right that Thetford should be responsible for them. Croxton only  has a church and a Village Hall and virtually no public transport. To ask its small rural Parish Council to take on the 
responsibility  of the SUE is inappropriate.

SSCT00493 I disagree with the proposal for no change. The new SUE should be within the Thetford boundary and administered by Thetford. All housing within the bypass, including the Hillhouse Lane area, should be part of Thetford. The rural area outside the bypass - Croxton -
should be administered by its own focused Parish Council rather than overwhelmed by the 5k home owners within the bypass who will have an agenda which is at variance with the needs of Croxton.

SSCT00494 I agree with the proposal
SSCT00495 I agree with the proposals
SSCT00496 I agree with the proposed change to the boundary. As the new houses will benefit from the services provided in Thetford, they should be expected to contribute to them financially through their Council Tax.
SSCT00497 I believe that the boundaries to Thetford should be extended to include the new housing developments because the new residents will be accessing all of the towns services and amenities.

SSCT00498

I strongly agree with the change to boundries to ensure that the council tax paid by the occupants in this new area is fair and inline with those paid by the rest of Thetford and those taxes can be used to fund the services in Thetford required by these new occupants. With 
regards to fairness and equality it would seem the only option. Thetford residents should be more aware of this issue and opinions polled in a similar way to local elections and not what appears to be “behind closed doors”. Had I been aware of the first round of 
negotiations I would have been fully supportive of the proposal for the boundary change. Disappointed that I have just come across this issue by chance on twitter. Perhaps Breckland Council should review their methods of communication with the residents of Thetford 
town. I would hope that there would have been a better outcome at the 1st stage of this consultation and I think the decision made at this stage to have “no change” until the new occupants are in situ, is less than ideal and would request a further review as soon as 
possible.

SSCT00499
I am still of the opinion that the 3 parishes of Croxton, Brettenham and Kilverstone should be left as they are. Before any decisions should be made I would like to see published  information/statement on what Thetford spends its monies on at this time and what wonders 
it will spend this extra monies on. Along with this I would like to know where the 5,000 jobs which were supposed to go alongside these houses are going to come from. If there are no jobs here people will go elsewhere to work, shop possibly in those places and Thetford 
will become a dormitory town going nowhere.

SSCT00501 I DISAGREE with the proposal that there be no changes.
SSCT00502 I disagree that there should be no changes to the existing Thetford Town Boundary so that the new Kingsfleet Estate and other surrounding areas will be included  in the new boundary.

SSCT00503

I strongly oppose the movement of the ancient Croxton/Thetford parish boundary. We purchased this property to enable us to be part of a parish community. The developments will allow us to have more beneficial facilities. I am quite happy with our parish representation 
and look forward to its minor expansion to deal with new residents. There has been much debate concerning council  tax, but as with everyone else, we only pay what we are asked to do and money is not the issue. It is widely accepted that smaller communities are more 
cost effective, have improved longevity, less crime, better community self help and lower cost maintenance. Thetford's track record of looking after its outlying estates has been poor in the facilities it provides and this can only continue. This is the third time the greedy 
councillors of Thetford have made a land grab for the parishes and i trust that Mr Nunn will remember his promise in 2011 that parish boundaries would never be changed. Realistically the future of Thetford will be to have a ring of well established modern Parishes 
adding to the cultural history of the town centre.

SSCT00505 Dear Sir/Madam, I agree with the proposal that there be no change to the Thetford Parish Boundary. Please register my agreement. Thank you.

SSCT00506 Dear Sir/Madam, I wish to register my approval with the proposal that there are no changes to the present governance arrangements of Thetford Parish Boundary. Thus ensuring the rural nature of the 3 parishes is preserved, new residents of SUE are integrated into the
growing community and all parishes benefit from the new community facilities to be built. Also to keep residents’ council tax broadly at its present level. Please resister my vote.  Thank you.
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SSCT00507 I disagree with the proposal. I definately think the boundary should be moved! I also think that the wording has been done in the most confusing way to try to influence the outcome in the way in which the council wants it. - Similarly none of the residents of Thetford were 
informed about this decision, very cloak and dagger.

SSCT00508 I disagree with the proposal. I definately think the boundary should be moved! I would like to mention that I am very unimpressed with the councils attempt to mislead and misdirect people with the wording of this proposal. This proposal, which wasn't even brought to our 
attention by the council in the first place.

SSCT00509 We Agree with the proposals in the second stage consultation and wish to keep  the parish boundaries as they are
SSCT00526 Yes Disagree
SSCT00530 disagreed, all ready to many people not enough facilities now
SSCT00532 No change is a contradiction therefore I disagree
SSCT00573 I Disagree with the proposal why should these new houses pay less council tax than us we get little for our council tax as it is
SSCT00578 Disagree - bring the houses into thetford district
SSCT00594 I disagree with the proposal, it's not fair, we should all pay the same
SSCT00600 I disagree, All council tax in the thetford area should be the same as using the same utilities. If they are less would be looking for reduction for theteford residents.
SSCT00601 I disagree with the proposal. Council tax should be charged at the same rate for all in the area

SSCT00611 I agree that there should be no change to the current boundaries. I do not think that boundaries need to be changed just because one area is growing. It smacks of a bit of 'land grab' by Thetford Town Council just because there is potential money involved. Any finances 
generated by new housing would be best administered by the authority most local to that area.

SSCT00612 I disagree with the proposal, as I agreed with the first round proposal. Why are you making this a trick question, where's the consistency?
SSCT00613 I disagree with the proposal to not use the boundary line. 

SSCT00615
This new development has always been touted as a new area of Thetford and that is exactly what it should be. The residents of said development will expect to use the existing infrastructure of Thetford,along with the amenities within the town. Will they use a doctors in 
Croxton/brettenham /Kilveston,no as there aren't any. Will they use the dentists in the 3 parishes? No because again there aren't any. Will they do their weekly should at any of the 3 parishes? Again,no as there aren't any. The 3 villages have nothing to offer the 
residents of this new development and so this boundary has to logically become a part of Thetford.

SSCT00616 I disagree they will be part of Thetford using Thetfords services so they should pay the same as everyone else.

SSCT00617 To give these new homes the right\and effectively there only choice to use the amenities and services in our town but not contribute to the town is just disgusting and an insult to all the taxpayers in this town , why should our tax money be spread even thinner that it's 
already being spread when the new residents of this new estate will not be contributing to the coffers of our town ?

SSCT00619 The new development should be within the boundary of Thetford due to the fact the new residents will be using Thetford amenities and therefore this should be reflected in their council tax which will provide further and necessary support to Thetford Town Council.
SSCT00620 I agree with changing/moving boundaries. 
SSCT00621 I have family in Thetford and feel strongly that the boundary should be moved so that all new properties pay the same council tax as they will be benefiting from what Thetford has to offer.
SSCT00622 The boundary should be moved to incorporate the new developments such as to ensure that the residents thereof contribute toward the upkeep of Thetford. 
SSCT00623 Disagree as they will have access to all, already overstretched, resources of the town. So they should be within it's boundaries, and contribute towards them.

SSCT00624

I disagree with the proposal of no change to the Thetford Town Boundary wholeheartedly. The Thetford Sustainable Urban Extension is named as such because it has been planned as an extension of the existing town. Since the very earliest stages of consultation about 
building new homes, even before the location was decided, this has always been discussed, proposed and marketed as an expansion of Thetford. To put 5,000 new homes into village parishes makes no sense. If the site were on the edge of Croxton, for example, I am 
certain that those accepting the no change proposal would be up in arms about the destruction of their village. The new residents will be sold the benefits of Thetford, its heritage, culture, facilities and amenities, as well as proximity and ease of access to other locations. 
The answer lies in the name. The new houses should be within Thetford and, as a compromise, existing residents of properties in the expanded area should be offered the choice of contributing as Croxton, Kilverstone or Brettenham residents for the duration of their 
occupation of those premises. Any new residents should to existing properties would not be afforded this option. While this compromise might be cumbersome, it would be better than robbing the people and services of Thetford of the additional income to support them in 
the future.

SSCT00625 I agree that the boundary should NOT change.
SSCT00626 I disagree, the boundary should be changed to incorporate the new houses into Thetford. Residents will use shops, schools, doctors and other services in Thetford, and I strongly believe they should be part of Thetford.
SSCT00627 I do not agree with the decision you have made regarding the new homes being built, as they are closer to thetford than croxton and will be using the facilities in thetford I believe the boundary should be changed so they are part of thetford. 
SSCT00628 The boundaries SHOULD be moved. Thetford is an expanding town & the new residents will use the amentities/ service too. If they don't contribute fairly the town will suffer from under investment.
SSCT00629 Disagree with no change. Thetford needs to grow to accommodate the growing population. 
SSCT00630 The boundaries should be inclusive of the new THETFORD development. All land on Thetford side of A11 should be part of Thetford as common sense dictates. Eben the Kingsfleet ssigns say new development for Thetford- not Kilverstone/Croxton!!
SSCT00631 Disagree. The boundary should change
SSCT00632 I disagree completely. why should I pay my extortionate amount of council tax just so someone else can use the facilities that I help pay towards? 
SSCT00633 I absolutely disagree with current proposals, the new housing development should be part of Thetford as the new occupants will use and have access to Thetford's amenities.
SSCT00634 I agree with the proposal to extend the Thetford boundary, the families that will live in these new homes will surely use the amenities within the existing boundary and should contribute accordingly.

SSCT00635 I think he boundary should be moved to incorporate the new builds into Thetford. The people in these homes will use Thetford services but not have to pay for them, which I find outrageous especially considering how stretched resources are at the moment. 
SSCT00637 As a resident and business owner in Thetford I feel that it makes complete sense to move the boundary and find it perplexing that it is not done automatically under these circumstances. 
SSCT00639 I disagree with the proposal,the boundary should be changed to incorporate the proposed new build.
SSCT00640 Please move the border to incorporate the news houses into Thetford as they’ll be using all of Thetford’s services.
SSCT00641 I disagree with the councils views 
SSCT00642 I don't see why harm in extending the boundary to cover the new houses so I agree with it.

SSCT00643 The new estate will be a part of Thetford so why on earth would you not move the boundaries? Those who live on this estate will use Thetford services, their children will go to Thetford schools, it should automatically be included within the boundaries of Thetford.
SSCT00644 I disagree with the proposal, the boundary should be moved.
SSCT00645 I disagree with the proposal of no change and think the boundary should be moved.

SSCT00646
Think that if services in thetford are going to be used then they should be paid for. Disgusting that we are over paying on council tax and not reeling the benefits. While other people don’t pay a penny towards services but still use them. You all know that the Doctors and 
dentists are stretched as well as the local schools. Which has now put me in a position where my daughter may not get a place. You need to stop giving these companies free rain and listen to the people of thetford. Just because you all get paid plenty of money and live 
else where with better services doesn’t mean the people of thetford should be made to pay for other people.

SSCT00647 These properties will be on the edge of the boundary and in reality will be an extension of Thetford not a true location in it's own right. They will benefit from living in a town and this would not be reflected in the council tax paid.  This will be unfair on the population of 
Thetford. The boundary should be changed to include this development into Thetford.

SSCT00648 I disagree with the plans to maintain the current boundary line. It should be moved to include the Kingsfleet developement as a part of Thetford. 

SSCT00649 I believe the boundary should be moved so the council tax is paid to Thetford. It is unfair on all the residents of Thetford to have to share the services of the town with the new housing residents without receiving any contributions towards them.  This could have a 
detrimental affect on some of the services that would not be able to support such an increase in demand.

SSCT00650 Disagree, the boundary need to change to include the new houses in Thetford. They will be using all of our services that we pay for without paying for it themselves. The development is being advertised as Thetford so the boundary needs to be moved to include them. 
Our services, such as doctors are already pushed to the limit yet this new development will use them and push them even further up the creek without a paddle. To leave the boundary as it is would be a disgrace on the council and committee.  

SSCT00651 I disagree with Breckland.  The boundary should be moved to include the new homes being built 

SSCT00652 I think it’s a very big mistake not to change the boundaries. Clearly the new homes to be built will be an integral part of Thetford and those who will live in them will be making use of Thetford’s infrastructures and amenities, thus the funding should be going to Thetford.
SSCT00653 I think the Council should change the boundaries. The new homes to be built will be a part of Thetford and the residents will use Thetford’s infrastructures and amenities, so the funding should be going to Thetford.
SSCT00654 I disagree with the proposal of no change and strongly believe the new development should be contained within the boundaries of Thetford. 
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SSCT00655
I want the boundary to change. Why should I pay council tax for people outside of the town of thetford to make use of the facilities?? There is likely to be a large increase of the number of vehicles in thetford due to the new houses being built. This will have a substantial 
impact on the roads which are in a sorry state with the current number of road users. The extra revenue could help pay for road repairs. The boundary of croxton has no facilities and it is almost certain that the people living within. A croxton boundary will be using the 
facilities of thetford which I contribute towards. Make the new houses pay their fair share by moving the boundary so the houses are within thetford.

SSCT00656 The boundaries should be changed to incorporate the surrounding villages and new houses. As they will be using Thetfords amenities they should be within the boundaries.
SSCT00657 I disagree with the proposal. The boundary should be changed. 
SSCT00658 New properties should be in Thetford boundary not Croxton. 
SSCT00659 Disagree on not moving the boundary- the new residents of the properties will most likely be using the services and facilities in Thetford and not those of Croxton and surrounding villages.
SSCT00660 I completely disagreee with the boundary staying the same! It should change to be included as part of Thetford as that is where most of the new residents will go to, in order to use all of the facilities. 
SSCT00661 There are no amenities in Croxton to support these houses. To have a boundary that has rural rates when people in these houses will use the town is sheer lunacy.

SSCT00664 I DISAGREE with the proposal to make no changes to the town boundaries. It seems undoubtable that residents of the Kingsfleet development will be using the facilities of Thetford, including our schools, doctors surgeries and already overstretched roads. As they will be 
using these in Thetford it is only fair that they pay the same council tax as existing residents of Thetford. The boundary SHOULD be changed!

SSCT00665 agree to no change
SSCT00666 agree to no change
SSCT00667 I disagree with the proposals.  I think the boundaries should be changed so that the new development will be included within the Thetford boundary.  This is much fairer for everyone living in Thetford.
SSCT00668 I disagree with the proposal as I did with the last one. I am making my views known again although I know again that they will not be taken any notice of as the people in power have already made their minds up what they are going to do.

SSCT00669 I DISAGREE WITH THE PROPOSAL, THE BOUNDARY SHOULD BE MOVED, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT THESE NEW HOUSES AND OF COURSE HILL HOUSE LANE HOUSES , ARE PART OF THETFORD, THEY USE THETFORD AMENITES JUST AS ANY OTHER 
RESIDENT, AND SHOULD PAY THE SAME AS ANY OTHER RESIDENT TO ENSURE A STRONGER MORE AFFLUENT COUNCIL

SSCT00671 The boundaries of Thetford must be moved to accommodate the new estate 
SSCT00673 I disagree with the proposal, the Thetford boundary should be moved.

SSCT00674 The boundary need to be moved, if they want to use the schools the Doctors and all the other things that we pay for with council tax they have to be part of the town. It is unfair for a struggling town to fit the bill of more housing the schools can’t cope the doctors can’t 
cope yet the council seem to think it’s all good. It’s time you come An look at the struggle that the town faces before you expect us in town to pay for those living out the outskirts.

SSCT00675 he new homes will clearly be part of Thetfrd not Croxton, The location is connected to Thetford and is on the same side of the A11. The people from the development will be using the facilities in Thetford and so should pay their part of the costs. 

SSCT00676

1) It's blindingly obvious that the new homes to be built will be a part of Thetford. If there's any natural justice the boundary should be moved. The homes will be built literally on the edge of Thetford - the first phase just to the North of the current Norwich Road Estate. 
The homes will be of a similar design and density to existing Thetford homes. They will look and feel very much a part of Thetford. The area is being marketed as "Kingsfleet - a new neighbourhood for Thetford" - it even says that on the signs on the side of the road as 
you approach the area. The development has always been referred to as Thetford North and Thetford Sustainable Urban Extension. The virtues of being part of Thetford are being highlighted at every opportunity and will no doubt be used to encourage people to move to 
the area. Thetford's environment, it's heritage, its cultural and leisure opportunities - used as a hook to get people in - but! they will not have the trouble of paying towards such services. Unless the boundary is moved then residents in the new homes will pay Council Tax 
to Croxton Parish Council and Kilverstone & Brettenham Parish Council - where's the sense in this? Use of Castle Park, Melford Common, Barnham Common, various forest areas, play areas, public toilets, Guildhall and Carnegie Rooms, Town Centre plus much more - 
paid for by residents of Thetford through our council tax but the same rules won't apply to the new houses. This is a clear injustice. 2) There's also the issue of community cohesion - there's always been a danger that the new homes will be a dormitory community and not 
really part of Thetford and not really part of anywhere else either. If the boundary is not moved then the risk of this will be heightened. Ask yourself, will residents in these new homes feel like they are part of Thetford, or Croxton, on the other side of the dual carriageway, 
with a distinctly different feel to their own area? There's a risk that they'll be an island of their own, not really part of anywhere else which will be a big shame. 3) Who benefits from the boundary not being moved? The developers certainly - hey look potential property 
purchasers, you can have all the benefits of being near Thetford, but you'll actually be part of the rural area and we'll charge you a premium for it no doubt. All to the detriment of Thetford. 4) In light of points 1-3, are you proposing not to provide these homes with 
Thetford services (or directly/indirectly financed with council tax collected from Thetford)? Or are you expecting the people of Thetford who, already earn less than the national average and pay higher than the national average in council tax for, quite frankly, substandard 
services, to subsidise the development and its residents indefinitely? 5) Considering the fact that respondents of the first consultation overwhelmingly voted in favour of moving the boundary to include “Thetford’s” latest development, why haven’t you reached out to them 
to discuss your decision and rationale? This implies that you are trying to force through a decision that locals are against and which probably hints towards a conflicted relationship with developers who stand to benefit from the current arrangement. 6) If these homes are 
to be part of the Thetford community, as the marketing and promotional materials claim, then they need to behave as such by contributing towards it. Without this, the risk is that services will be stretched to cover the additional homes without a proportional increase in 
revenue. This means reduced quality and, usually in Norfolk’s case, cuts to those services.

SSCT00677 I disagree with current proposal. I think everyone should be paying the same for the services they receive. Everybody who benefits should all be within the same boundary.
SSCT00678 People should pay for the services they use and, with an increase in population, perhaps these services could be improved for the benefit of all of us. 

SSCT00679 The new houses that are being built will use the doctors, dentist, healthy living centre all based in Thetford. The rubbish will be collected by the refuse collectors based in Thetford.The children will be schooled in Thetford. The new houses should be included within the 
Thetford boundaries & be charged exactly the same for using the same !!!!!! What astounds me is the people of Thetford are ignored time & time again. Have you tried to get a doctors appointment in the area lately ? I phoned at the beginning of May for an appointment 
& was told the books were closed & if I was worried I should go to A & E. Thetford cannot cope with the amount of people it has now, so if the powers that be charge them Thetford prices then maybe we can have some new amenities ???? 

SSCT00680 I agree with the proposal to move Thetford boundary to  encompass the new properties being built on its boundaries.
SSCT00681 Move the boundaries they will be using our town our schools our swimming pool and parks.
SSCT00684 Move the Thetford boundary to incorporate the new development within Thetford.
SSCT00685 Disagree with proposal to change boundaries 
SSCT00686 I disagree with council proposal to keep the boundary as it is, I think it should be moved to incorporate new houses as they will want to use local services and should contribute to it
SSCT00687 I object to the boundaries staying as they are and would like them moved to incorporate the SUE
SSCT00689 Disagree, the boundary should move to include the new development 
SSCT00691 I disagree with the proposal, the boundary needs to be changed. 
SSCT00694 The boundary should be moved so that these new properties are within the town boundary, they are clearly part of the town and will use the town’s amenities.
SSCT00695 I disagree with the proposal and think they should move the boundary. 
SSCT00696 I disagree with the proposal and believe that the boundary should be moved to include the new houses.

SSCT00697 I disagree with the proposals, and support the boundary being moved. I think the boundary should be changed so kingsfleet the soon to be built housing estate is incorporated in to Thetford, as it’s going to be an estate in Thetford as it’s marketed as Kingsfleet a new 
neighbourhood for Thetford, they should have to pay tax that will benefit Thetford.

SSCT00698 I believe the boundary should be altered as this is completely unfair on current Thetford residents.

SSCT00699 The boundary should increase to incorporate the new houses. The money from their council tax should go to Thetford and not the surrounding villages/parishes as they will be predominantly using the facilities of the town and not that of the neighbouring parishes.  
SSCT00700 I disagree with the proposal of leaving the boundaries as they are. 
SSCT00701 I agree with the proposal to move the boundry
SSCT00702 I disagree with this proposal. I feel that the boundary should be moved so that the new development is part of Thetford town. 

SSCT00704 The boundary should be moved to incorporate the new houses who will undoubtedly be using the Thetford town facilities. This development is being sold by the builders as a part of Thetford so it is ludicrous for it to not be an actual part of Thetford. It would not be fair for 
them to receive lower council or parish taxes to be hundred of yards outside of Thetford. Thetford is growing as should the boundaries.

SSCT00706 I think the boundary should move to the top of the hill in the village where the Croxton sign is. I don't think the parish here could cope with so many more people and the village starts there realistically. 
SSCT00707 Disagree! The new housing should be part of Thetford.
SSCT00708 I disagree and believe the boundary needs to be changed! 

SSCT00709

All of these homes will have use of all the Thetford services putting added pressure on already stretched resources. They should therefore pay towards them. This is not a rural development with access to rural services, this is a substantial development which I would 
imagine would struggle to get planning permission in the beautiful villages of Croxton or Kilverstone, so marketing these properties as rural is laughable.  If the boundary is not moved this will be detrimental to growth and prosperity of the town and all recent attempts to 
rejuvenate the area will have been wasted.  We are a small town struggling to move forward and if the boundary is not moved I fear we will continue to struggle.  Alternatively you could always divert funds from the councils who currently stand to benefit to subsidise the 
town council and alleviate the additional burden.

SSCT00710 I believe the Thetford boundary should b me moved to include the new builds north of the town. They will be using the town's resources, schools, shops, doctors etc so should be contributing to the town's economy 
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SSCT00711 I agreee that the boundary’s should be moved. This is clearly a part of thetford and is being marketed as such.
SSCT00712 I disagree with the proposal to keep the boundaries as they currently are
SSCT00713 I disagree with the proposals because the new development should contribute to our services in Thetford. 

SSCT00714 The boundary should change to include the new housing development into Thetford, to pay council tax to Thetford.  It is being advertised as a new development for Thetford and they need to pay their council tax to Thetford as they will be using all the services in 
Thetford.  Parks, schools, doctors, dentists that need funding.

SSCT00716 I disagree with the proposal. I believe that the boundaries should be moved so that the new king fleet development is included in the Thetford boundary and therefore the residents, who will live less than 100 metres from my house, will be required to pay the same 
council tax as me for the exact same facilities.

SSCT00717

It is imperative that the boundary gets moved to incorporate the new homes into Thetford. Key reasons for this: the residents will be using facilities and services provided by the town council and not the Parish councils therefore should pay their council tax to Thetford; the 
new development is being advertised as "Kingsfleet - a new neighbourhood for Thetford"... it is clearly in Thetford; residents will want to have their voices heard on the town council and their opinions listened to so to not enable them to elect councillors will disenfranchise 
them; adding 5000 residents to the small rural parishes will utterly destroy their unique feel and character and they will become totally dominated by people from the town and not represent the rural and countryside concerns of current residents. In addition - this 
consultation is a disgrace, the wording is deliberately muddied to confuse people; unclear and sometimes inaccurate statistics have been given to the local press; officers appear to be trying to undermine attempts to publicise the consultation to people in Thetford; people 
responding in round 1 have not been contacted to tell them round 2 is happening and their initial responses will be ignored; and the proposal has been flipped so that 'agree' in round 1 means 'disagree' in round 2 which you can already see on social media has led to 
people saying they put the wrong response this time by mistake.

SSCT00718 I believe that the boundaries should be moved so that the new houses are apart of Thetford, if they will be using Thetford amenities then they should be paying towards them too
SSCT00719 I disagree with the proposal I think the boundary should change 
SSCT00720 This new development will mean that the new residents will clearly be using Thetford amenities and therefore should help in maintains their upkeep. I really do not see any logic in keeping it as it is. Thanks

SSCT00721 I would like the boundary changed so that the new houses go under Thetford . It’ just makes sense. They would be put out on a limb if they are not becoming part of Thetford and the infastructure of Croxton, plus the lack of amenities in the village. New Doctors surgeries 
need to be built to accommodate the new houses and I fear this will not happen if the boundary is not included as part of Thetford. 

SSCT00723 Madness to think the new estate will not contribute to the town but use all our facilities. Have Breckland council finally lost the plot ? And not for the first time. Stop ruining our town 
SSCT00725 The boundary should be changed so the new property’s are part of thetford and are included in budgets for services provided to the local community.
SSCT00726 Disagree with proposal as the boundary needs to be moved.

SSCT00727
I strongly disagree with the proposal not to include the new housing development within Thetford Town catchment area for Council Tax purposes.  It is also unsustainable for local villages: Brettenham, Croxton and Kilverstone to have a parasitic arrangement using the 
town services but not paying for them.  No doubt there will be cries of foul from the villagers who have become comfortable with a blatantly unfair system.  I fail to see the need for people living in the SUE area to be consulted on whether to pay their way or not before or 
after the new houses are built.  Hence I fully support the boundary changes; if additional councillors are necessary, then so be it.

SSCT00728 Extend the boundary so Thetford can grow and benefit 
SSCT00729 I disagree with this proposal.  The new area of building to the north of Thetford (TSUE) must be allocated to Thetford Council, it is being advertised as being part of Thetford, so who is lying, the Contractors or Breckland Council as usual
SSCT00731 I believe the boundaries should be move to thetford, as this is were the house and people will make greatest impact 
SSCT00732 I disagree with the proposal and urge you to move the boundary of thetford 
SSCT00733 If people living in these new areas are to use all Thetford facilities they should pay Thetford rates and council tax. 
SSCT00734 If Thetford supplies their services they should pay for them
SSCT00735 If and when new houses are built in the area designated, then they should fall within the boundary of Thetford as they will use the facilities Thetford provides and should pay the same rates as Thetford residents do.
SSCT00738 I disagree with the proposal of no change and that the boundary needs to be moved.
SSCT00739 I disagree with the committee's decision and support the moving of the boundary
SSCT00740 I agree that the boundaries should be moved as the new houses will be part of Thetford not Croxton, Kilverstone or Brettenham. 
SSCT00741 I agree to the boundary should be changed ,  the people there will use all the facilities in Thetford  , Schools , etc  so their council tax should be in line with all the people in Thetford . 
SSCT00742 The new houses which are to be build should be included in the Thetford parish boundary. And pay the same council tax as everyone else in the parish. The boundary should be moved to include the new homes.
SSCT00743 Disagree, (and the planned new power station!) 
SSCT00744 Why if they will use all our facilities are they not going to contribute as much as the rest of us, it’s not right, more houses, but no doctors, schools etc. Totally disagree with this proposal 
SSCT00745 I agree to the moving of the boundary. 

SSCT00746 I disagree with the proposal not to move the boundary.  This is anexpansion of Thetford, and the boundaries should be updated accordingly. The resident of this new development will benefit from the towns existing facilities and infrastructure, and they should contribute 
to it

SSCT00747 All the advertising blurb specifies building 5000 new homes for THETFORD. The houses will use all the facilities (Doctors, Dentist, Schools etc) in THETFORD. Therefore it would be somewhat unbelievable if these houses were not in, ermmmm.....THETFORD. I 
disagree with the committee's decision and support the moving of the boundary.

SSCT00748 The boundary should be moved to incorporate the new houses in the Thetford boundary.
SSCT00749 The new development is being branded as part of Thetford, so should be, change the boundaries so it includes these new homes. Simple.
SSCT00750 We must move the boundary so the new homes come under Thetford.
SSCT00751 I strongly agree  with the latest proposal that there should be no change to the present governance arrangements and that existing boundaries in and around Thetford remain as they are.

SSCT00752 After reading the consultation review I believe that there should not be a change in the to parish governance. The current governance would be best to deliver community facilities for the communities in the Brettenham parish. In conclusion there should not be a change 
in the current governance. 

SSCT00759 Disagree. Those using Thetford facilities should directly contribute to the cost  having it reflected in an increase in Croxton's rates and not expect to be subsidised by residents of Thetford.
SSCT00762 I agree with the proposal that there is no change to the current boundary arrangements in terms of Thetford, Brettenham and Kilverston and Croxton.
SSCT00763 There should be 'No change to present governance arrangements'
SSCT00764 DISAGREE if people are using Thetford facilities then we all need to pay the same price
SSCT00765 I DISAGREE with the proposal.. the residents of Kingsfleet will be using the same facilities in Thetford as I do and therefore should pay the appropriate rates of council tax. 
SSCT00766 I agree with the proposal there be no change in present governance arrangements.
SSCT00767 I agree to the proposal of no change to the current arrangements.

SSCT00768
I agree with the proposal of no change to the current arrangements regarding the Thetford Parish boundary.  Although I live in Brettenham Parish and will not be directly affected by Thetford's requested boundary change, the identity of the village of Kilverstone, in our 
sister Parish of Kilverstone, would be lost completely unless the proposed development in that area is managed sympathetically.  This is the fundamental purpose of the Joint Neighbourhood Plan developed by Croxton and Brettenham & Kilverstone parishes and soon to 
be realised.

SSCT00769 I agree with the proposal of no change to the current arrangements regarding the Thetford Parish boundary.  Although I live in Brettenham Parish and will not be directly affected by Thetford's requested boundary change, the identity of the village of Kilverstone, in our 
sister Parish of Kilverstone, would be lost completely unless the proposed development in that area is managed sympathetically

SSCT00770 I strongly disagree that there should be no changes to the existing Thetford Town boundary, so that the new Kingsfleet urban extension will be included-- Therefore no changes should be made!

SSCT00771 I fully support the Breckland District Council's Community Governance Sub-Committee's proposal that there be NO change in present governance arrangements.  The current system works and is a far broader representation of the Parish against the larger interests of 
the Town.  I doubt it will make it better, just bigger and more unwieldy, which serves a commercial/more distanced purpose rather than a representative one.  

SSCT00772 Disagree - the proposal to make no change discriminates against people of the town who will be paying for the benefits that people in the new URBAN expansion will also enjoy. The clue is in the name, they will be part of the urban community and should pay the same. 
The new town boundary should be changed so that it is fair to everyone.

SSCT00775
I am very disapointed that Breckland have voted for "No Change" to the proposed boundary changes for the parish of Croxton.   The new houses when built, will certainly be a part of Thetford and they should all be within Thetford for the purposes of administration and 
Council Tax. Croxton is a village and should remain so.  If all the new houses to be be built in what is currently  Croxton parish the  village itself will lose its identity and the power-base will inevitably move to the new area of housing.  I feel strongly that Breckland should 
follow the wishes of the majority of the electorate and make the A11 the Thetford/Croxton parish boundary.

SSCT00776 No change to present boundaries 
SSCT00778 DISAGREE. Why should the rest of Thetford subsidise the "new" estates?

SSCT00780 I "Disagree" with the proposal.  Any properties within the A11 by-pass to Thetford Town centre, which includes the Kingsflleet extension area, should equally contribute on the same level of Council Tax as current Thetford residents and tenants.  This is the fairest way to 
proceed.

SSCT00781 I "Disagree" with the proposal.  Equal facilities means equal contribution to Thetford council taxes.
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SSCT00782 DISAGREE.  The extra burden on the towns facilities, would mean higher rates for those in Thetford, but not those on the towns new environs.  It is therefore reasonable to ask that people within the enlarged town pay there way, rather than causing the lose of facilities 
and/or financial discomfort to others via them paying for others! 

SSCT00785 With reference to my comments made on the 1st consultation,  I agree to the new proposal that there be no change to the present governance  proposals.
SSCT00788 I disagree with the proposals whole heartedly 
SSCT00789 As a member of the Kilverstone community I feel it is very important that the rural nature of the 3 parishes concerned are preserved, therefore I am in total agreement with their new proposal submitted.
SSCT00790 Agree
SSCT00791 Agree
SSCT00792 i strongly disagree that there should be no change to the thetford boundary
SSCT00793 I strongly disagree that there will be no change to the thetford boundaries
SSCT00794 I disagree with the proposal. No changes will lead to already struggling services, facilities and infrastructures becoming even more strained. More people using them surely means more money needed to support them! 
SSCT00795 I disagree with the proposal. Everyone using Thetford facilities must contribute the same for them!
SSCT00796 I disagree with the proposal. I am a pensioner and I cant afford to subsidise services for others. And why should I ?
SSCT00797 I agree with the proposal that there should be no change in the boundaries 
SSCT00798 I agree with the proposal for the present governance arrangements  to remain in place
SSCT00799 We agree that there should be NO CHANGE in present governance arrangements
SSCT00800 I agree that there should be no change to the current arrangement, and that the new development  should stay within the boundary of the Parish Councils of Kilverstone, Croxton and Brettenham
SSCT00801 I agree that there should be no change to the current arrangement, and that the new development  should stay within the boundary of the Parish Councils of Kilverstone, Croxton and Brettenham
SSCT00802 I agree with this new proposal. 
SSCT00803 I agree with this new proposal 
SSCT00804 I DISAGREE with Breckland Council that the boundary does not change  ... i want it changed to include the 5,000 houses within the Thetford Town boundary.

SSCT00805
Re The Sustainable Urban Extension. Dear Breckland Council, I am writing to support Breckland Council in that there should be no change to the present Governance arrangement . The boundaries of the Kilverstone, Croxton & Brettenham Parish Councils remain as 
they are, & similarly the Thetford Town Council Boundary remains in situ.I trust this is satisfactory.

SSCT00806 With reference to my comments made on the 1st consultation,  I agree to the new proposal that there be no change to the present governance  proposals.
SSCT00807 Dear Breckland council, I agree that there should be no change to the boundaries of Thetford
SSCT00808 To Breckland council, am in agreement with you in that no changes should be made to the Thetford boundaries.
SSCT00810 I agree with the proposals.
SSCT00812 Agree with the proposal
SSCT00813 Agree with the proposal
SSCT00815 I strongly disagree with the proposal.

SSCT00816
I DISAGREE most strongly. It is grossly unfair that the new householders will have all the benefits of living in Thetford whilst paying a much lower council tax if the boundary is not moved. Everyone knows that all services are stretched to an unacceptable level - witness 
all the activities of volunteer groups trying to maintain the environment for the enjoyment of all residents - and the further impending drain on scant resources without the proper financial input from new householders is simply not right. I write as Treasurer and Vice-Chair 
of CAWRA, so I am fully aware of how necessary the boundary change.

SSCT00817 I disaree with the border remaining as it is now.
SSCT00818 I disaree with the border remaining as it is now.
SSCT00820 I disagree that there should be no changes to the boundary
SSCT00821 I disagree that there should be no changes to the boudary
SSCT00822 DISAGREE - the new houses should come within the Thetford Town boundary
SSCT00823 DISAGREE the new houses should be within the Thetford Town boundary.

SSCT00824
Disagree  Disagree completely - You can not have residents using the same amenities as others yet paying a lot less for them - If their council tax is that different they should have their own bin collections police force etc etc which they cant/wont so it makes no sense 
that they should pay any less than other residents in the same area. The extra strain on the services without the extra money invested from these unwanted houses will cause massive problems and/or price rises, I mean its not difficult to see this will cause a issues and a 
breakdown of services to residents! Secondly don't be so ridiculous that they will not be part of Thetford there wont even be a road between them! who thinks these things up?!

SSCT00825
Disagree…, don't be so stupid! 5000 extra (unwanted) houses using the same facilities and amenities on top of existing residents and not paying fully for them. it is not hard to see that this will stretch these (already thin) services to breaking point. everyone using the 
same amenities should pay the same for them... simple...., Also how can house be so close (with pretty much nothing from one backyard to another) and be in different perishes? and paying such different council tax... make no sense! it is not hard to see that these plans 
are ill thought through as there are so many thing wrong with this proposal!!!

SSCT00829 Disagree with the proposal of no change. The SUE is an extension to the urban area of Thetford and it makes sense to amend the Thetford town boundary to include it.

SSCT00830 I would like to confirm my view that there should be no change in the present governance arrangements, and that Thetford boundary should not be moved to include the SUE, and that Kilverstone, Brettenham and Croxton should remain under their parish status.

SSCT00831 My views are that there should be no change to the parish boundary in Croxton. I have lived in my home  for 32 years. In all that time I have seen the town decline to the extent that I no longer go into the town. The town is in decline and no matter how much money is 
given to the council, it cannot grow, the shop spaces are too small to attract businesses. Those people who will move into these new houses will come from outside Thetford and will work outside of Thetford, so will use the facilities where they work. We will become a 
dormitory town. Where are the jobs for these people coming from to stay working in Thetford. We don't just need factories we need other exciting employment for the future generations of Thetford and changing the boundaries has nothing to do with this.

SSCT00832 I AGREE with the proposal for NO CHANGE to the existing current boundary arrangements.  Additionally, if there should be any included or subsequent proposals for changes that affect Arlington Way, then there should be NO CHANGE to the existing current boundary 
arrangements with regards to Arlington Way too.

SSCT00833 I AGREE with the proposal for NO CHANGE to the existing current boundary arrangements.  Additionally, if there should be any included or subsequent proposals for changes that affect Arlington Way, then there should be NO CHANGE to the existing current boundary 
arrangements with regards to Arlington Way too.

SSCT00834 I completely disagree with the proposal of no change to the boundary. The new urban development is adjacent to existing properties forming the current Thetford Town Council wards, to suggest that it stays within the rural parishes is quite wrong. The facilities and 
services the new occupiers will use and require are those provided by either the Town Council or Breckland. Therefore these properties should be part Thetford and a new boundary to the north of Thetford be defined by the A11

SSCT00835
I agree with the proposal of the Thetford Town Council to extend the Town boundary and to increase the number of town councillors. New residents will look towards Thetford. The town provides the only local services and amenities. The councillors of adjacent parishes 
have no responsibility for the services and amenities of Thetford. Without the boundary change there will not be any representation to deal with changes to those amenities. New residents will increase the load on those services and amenities. Such increase must be 
paid for. The extra rate product should go to Thetford. It is for adjacent parishes to speak for themselves but I take leave to doubt that they would look kindly on those who decided to swamp them with incomers.

SSCT00848 I wish Croxton to remain as a village
SSCT00866 There was no response marked on this submission
SSCT00868 The new development should be part of Thetford and pay the same rates as us
SSCT00869 New houses should belong to Thetford
SSCT00870 I disagree with the proposal and the new area should come under Thetford and pay the same rates.
SSCT00903 Having lived + worked in Thetford most of my life I find it outrageous that Hillhouse Lane Heathlands Drive are classed as Croxton let alone a whole new development being given village status and therefore not paying their way
SSCT00916 For change to make new area inclusive and to provide services they need
SSCT00917 Disagree it should be part Thetford
SSCT00935 I agree with the new proposal sue
SSCT00940 Our high st needs massive work bring people back into the town Thetford is the ancient capital of East Anglia we need to capitalise on that! We need more places to work for the houses to be built!
SSCT00945 Disagree Please obey the will of the people
SSCT00952 Leave the boundary as they are
SSCT00953 I Disagree it’s a democracy so they say so if they use our facilities they should contribute
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SSCT00973 Disagree we need more housing in Thetford
SSCT00979 Disagree they will use our town so should pay our rates
SSCT00985 There was no information marked on this submission form what so ever!
SSCT00997 Disagree. Amenities are available in town for everyone. They will be accessable to new tenants/owners.
SSCT01007 These boundaries must change to be fair I DISAGREE
SSCT01015 I very much disagree
SSCT01016 I disagree the boundary should be moved
SSCT01026 Grossly unfair to people of Thetford, to pay for amenities for others outside of town boundary DISAGREE
SSCT01027 I disagree with this proposal
SSCT01028 disagree with the proposal because we need more facilities if there are lots of new houses and it's only fair that everybody is treated equally.
SSCT01029 I disagree with the proposal
SSCT01030 I disagree I think all new builds should come under thetford + would like to see Arlington Way under Thetford too T Mason
SSCT01031 Totally disagree, if Thetford amenities are being used then rates should be paid to Thetford for further investment.
SSCT01032 Disagree - houses should pay into Thetford (Breckland) so that it can be put into facilities they are using.
SSCT01035 If they are using our facilities, they should pay the same as us. I'm disagreeing with the proposal, I'd like the boundary to be moved
SSCT01053 I don't think it's fair for Thetford resident to pay more and the surrounding villages using the same amenities and paying less.
SSCT01054 The "Kingsfleet Estate" should be included within Thetford parish! "Common sense" please prevail. RE: Sewage/amenities….. 
SSCT01059 I have written on first consultation. I strongly Disagree that proposed development North of the town should come under villages for council Tax. The development will be using THETFORD FACILITIES and should come within THETFORD PARISH.
SSCT01070 Disagree because my children want a fair town in the future
SSCT01073 Disagree - the boundary should be changed to incorperate the new development
SSCT01079 There was no response marked on this submission
SSCT01102 I disagree as they use Thetford and should pay the same
SSCT01104 I Disagree with the proposal. The new houses are part of the Thetford expansion plan, therefore should be part of Thetford and council tax charged accordingly

SSCT01105 I disagree with proposal - why should new houses built within 50 metres of where I live in Thetford be allowed to pay lower council tax but still use facilities paid for by us? The new housing development is known as "The Thetford Urban Extension" not Kilverston or 
croxton.

SSCT01108 Many of Thetfords facilities will have to be extended due to an extra (at least) 10000 people joining neighbourhood parishes as it is now and the boundries need changing so thses people can pay their share of the cost  - Disagree
SSCT01109 DISAGREE- why will still pay rates at a higher rate level than the occupiers of the 5000 houes being erected and will be able to use our resources at a lower rate
SSCT01112 I disagree as they will be using Thetford's amenities so should pay the same as Thetford residents
SSCT01119 Disagree - unfair proposal
SSCT01120 disagree - grossly unfair council tax difference bewteen Thetford and the new development
SSCT01122 We disagree with the proposal 
SSCT01127 Disagree that there should be changes to the existing Thetford Town Boundary to allow for the kingsfleet estate to be incorporated into the esixting boundary
SSCT01132 I disagree because they will be using are shops
SSCT01133 I disagree as they will use our town so should be the same
SSCT01135 I disagree because they all use our amenities
SSCT01138 Agree
SSCT01142 Disagree should all be the same
SSCT01152 Disagree - boundary must move !
SSCT01162 Totally disagree we nned to unite Thetford
SSCT01208 I agree that the boundary should be moved to make the houses in the boundary to pay the higher rate
SSCT01214 I agree that the boundary should be moved.  I also think that the houses should not be built as there is not enough doctors or dentist or schools in Thetford at the moment
SSCT01225 There was no response marked on this submission
SSCT01265 Change this boundarys disagre
SSCT01277 I do not agree for it to remain the same
SSCT01290 Disagree all residents should pay equally
SSCT01291 Disagree with the proposal, why should the new houses and other developments pay less council tax than thetford residents, but are allowed to use the facilities
SSCT01292 Disagree it they are going to use the facilities in the town, they should pay the same rates as town residents
SSCT01297 New housing should be within the new proposed boundary IE Thetford not parishes
SSCT01306 Disagree.  Everyone should be paying the same fees for the same services
SSCT01316 I do not agree with the proposal as the people of Thetford will be paying for those outside our boundary which in any form is not fair.
SSCT01326 I very much disagree. Why should I pay more?
SSCT01329 Why should we pay extra for others ? Disagree Absolutley
SSCT01357 I disagree about the price people pay about conceil I disagree with the proposal
SSCT01360 I disagree with the proposal move the boundary, so council tax monies come to Thetford
SSCT01361 I disagree that they leave it, why should they have all the facilities when they are paying less council tax.  The Boundary should be moved!!
SSCT01418 Disagree - change the boundaries!
SSCT01431 I Disagree with the proposal. Boundary should be changed to bring new housing under Thetford Control
SSCT01432 Disagree - Boundary needs to be changed to include new housing under Thetford
SSCT01434 Disagree - boundary needs to be changed to include new housing
SSCT01435 Disagree - Boundary needs to be moved to include new housing within Thetfords boundary
SSCT01471 I strongly disagree with the proposal the boundary should be moved so that the extra income from the new and existing properties will help support stretched facilities in Thetford
SSCT01473 Agree
SSCT01478 Disagree - boundary changes should be implimated
SSCT01479 Disagree - these boundary changes need implimating and breckland should listen
SSCT01486 I disagree with the proposal.  It make much more sense to have an inclusive town boundary.  I think that the new Kingsfleet urban extension should be within the Thetford Parish Boundary and any future extensions
SSCT01488 Disagree - Not fair - They will be using Thetford's facilities
SSCT01495 unfair  - new development and arlington pay Thetford rate
SSCT01513 Keep Thetford real I disagree win what your done
SSCT01516 Disagree  we like to improve our town
SSCT01517 Improve town (Disagree)
SSCT01518 I disagree - houses need to be in the Thetford boundary location, to all be helped and not to be out on a limb
SSCT01519 I disagree with the proposal and I wish for the new development to be within the boundary of Thetford
SSCT01542 Disagree these people will be using Thetfords facilities
SSCT01576 This form was not a CGR response form it was a Thetford Town Council "Tender Process Summary" form
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SSCT01628 Disagree, so that the new houses contribute to our town as they will be using the facilities
SSCT01637 disagree - if the new residents and households are going to be using the facilities and services provided in and by Thetford then they should be paying towards these facilities and services like the residents of Thetford
SSCT01638 if new housing is going to use Thetford facilities then money should be allocated to Thetford.  Also should pay the same as Thetford
SSCT01640 I do not agree with the proposal of no change.  I think that the town boundary should be extended to include any new housing
SSCT01649 The boundaries need to be moved so extra health facilties can be built to help with our town
SSCT01650 I strongly agree to the boundaries being moved so extra doctors surgeries and schools can be built to help take the strain off the already struggling town
SSCT01656 Disagree - historically decisions made with total disregard to whether the existing infrastructure or service can cope and efficient
SSCT01696 Why should all there people have all Thetfords facilities and not pay for them
SSCT01707 I disagree with the proposal because if the people use the facilities of Thetford and are in the vacinity othe rates should be the same
SSCT01708 I disagree, our neighbours/friends who live just outside the current boundaries benefit from the facilities of the town but do not contribute towards it
SSCT01709 I disagree because I would like this within Thetford
SSCT01750 Disagree - feel we all should pay same rates
SSCT01813 DISGREE, that there should be no changes Kingsfleet should be included
SSCT01815 I disagree with the proposal - disagree with the proposal
SSCT01839 Disagree - to boundary so incporate new urban extension
SSCT01860 Disagree why should we subsidise them
SSCT01867 We disagree with the proposal - everyone using thetfords amenities should pay the same
SSCT01924 The unfairness of a different council tax rate when exactly the same facilities will be used
SSCT01954 I disagree with the proposal to keep boundaries the same
SSCT01972 I disagree, the boundaries should be to include the new homes
SSCT01977 There was no response marked on this submission what so ever
SSCT01979 There was no response marked on this submission what so ever
SSCT01998 I disagree with the proposal, the new estate/homes should be included s part of the Thetford boundary.  They';; be using of Thetfords amenities
SSCT01999 Disagree all the new homes should be made as part of thetford due to them all using our amenities
SSCT02010 I strongly disagree the proposal of building of so many houses on farmland and the infrastructure not in place in the beginning beforehand
SSCT02019 Disagree we should all pay the same rate
SSCT02024 Disagree so we all pay the same taxes
SSCT02027 Disagree they would use the same town facilities so should pay the same
SSCT02028 Disagree I think we should all pay the same rate
SSCT02031 I disgaree  with the boundaries staying the same
SSCT02035 I strongly disagree and firmly believe that the boundary should be changed to include the new houses into Thetford boundary.  It would be rediculous if they didn’t have to pay the same charges
SSCT02058 There was no response marked on this submission what so ever
SSCT02059 I strongly disagree that there should be no changes to the existing Thetford Town boundary, so that the new Kingsfleet urban extension will be included-- Therefore no changes should be made!
SSCT02060 I strongly disagree that there should be no changes to the existing Thetford Town boundary, so that the new Kingsfleet urban extension will be included-- Therefore no changes should be made!
SSCT02061 In strongly disagree that the boundaries remain the same
SSCT02062 Disagree - You must change the boundary.  Kingsfllet is in Thetford.  And so they should pay the same.
SSCT02065 I disagree with the proposal i.e. I think that Thetford's boundaries should be altered to include Kingsfleet urban extension.
SSCT02072 Disagree !! Everyone has a right to their opinion and people should pay for what they use!
SSCT02079 DISAGREE-I disagree there should be no changes to the existing Thetford Town Council Boundaries.  The new Kingsfleet when extension WILL be included therefore that changes should be made!
SSCT02086 Disagree in principle
SSCT02101 Agree
SSCT02102 I disagree using Thetford facilities then pay towards it use.
SSCT02137 I believe the boundary should be changed to include the new housing developmnent
SSCT02149 I disagree to the boundary remaining as it currently is the new devleopment should be part of Thetford
SSCT02170 Disagree - fair pay for all - if people are using Thetford facilities they need to pay same as town people
SSCT02171 I disagree - an the boundary need to be moved, doctors , dentist, schools cant cope to the boundary need to include new houses to help cover cost
SSCT02172 Disagree if thetford is to be enlarged than the boundaries must be enlarges to include all of Thetford
SSCT02176 No change on boundaries I propose keeping things are they currently are
SSCT02177 No change on boundaries
SSCT02264 Disagree with Breckland Council decision as will cause rate rise for Thetford residents
SSCT02265 I disagree with the proposal as this will lead to rates increases for us for the ammenities used by the breckland families

SSCT02267 I agree with the need to build new homes. But further clarification is required for financal provision of services and various needs of residents.  Boundaries are also requied to be changed so that resident living in new development contribute to count tax as those living in 
Thetford

SSCT02268 New homes Yes, not happy that the residents of Thetford will be paying for the town services used by those is the new development
SSCT02269 Disagree does Thetford have sufficient infrastructure, services to support financially and with current resources.  Will residents of Thetford see an increase in council tax?
SSCT02270 Disagree if they are to enjoy the same benefits as the people of Thetford it should cost them the same
SSCT02278 new housing to be on Thetford's council tax banding.  This area should and is part of Thetford uses all imenities
SSCT02293 People in villages should pay the same as Thetford, as they use Thetford facilties
SSCT02299 Disagree / its fair to pay the same fairness in everything
SSCT02307 I disagree to this as they will use all our faclilities
SSCT02332 Disagree we should all have the same council tax
SSCT02334 Disagree everyone in the same parish as tennants should all pay the same council tax if using all the facilities provided
SSCT02338 Disagree we should include into Thetford - disagree with Breckland
SSCT02366 I disagree totally with two different council tax rate in the same boundaries
SSCT02369 I would like to see Thetford's boundaries extended to include all new developments that use Thetford resources
SSCT02370 We want the boundary of Thetford to be extended so everyone is paying fair council tax
SSCT02391 There was no response marked on this submission what so ever
SSCT02400 Working in Thetford and I disagree
SSCT02420 Disagree I have lived in Thetford many years and would like to see improvements
SSCT02423 Disagree due to the fact I live in Thetford would like to see it improve
SSCT02438 Disagree equal costs to all residents
SSCT02462 Wholly opposed
SSCT02474 I hartedly agree with Thetford Town Council  I remember the same thing happended with arlington way was built - with Brettenham and Bridgham
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SSCT02487
AGREE with proposal to extend boundaries to include 5,000 new houses as well as any existing properties. They will obviously use all Thetford facilities and provisions, schools, shops, etc and
should pay for them like town residents.

SSCT02488 I agree the boundary should be extended to include existing and new properties which will all use Thetford's doctors, library, sports centres, shops and other venues on an everyday basis.
SSCT02489 I disagree with the proposal.  The boundary should be changed
SSCT02490 I disagree.  The boundary should be changed.
SSCT02491 i disagree with the proposal that thetford town boundery be extended to include 5000 new houses in  new urban extension. their isn't enough doctors schools ect for the people who live here already.
SSCT02498 I feel that the new proposed housing should be classed as being in Thetford and get charged Thetford rates. I don’t think they should get village rates when they will be living in a town and benefits

SSCT02499
I most certainly agree with the proposal for no change to the governance arrangements for the parishes of Brettenham & Kilverstone, Croxton and Thetford.  Indeed, it seems contrary to localism that a large market town can make a hostile attempt to take over part of 
neighbouring parishes and certainly before the proposed development is completed and populated so that its new residents can have a say.  Further, it is not democratic for the market town to make unfounded assertions about the capability of its neighbouring parish 
councils or make ridiculous statements about fairness for those using Thetford.  I should have thought Thetford would welcome the additional foot fall once the development is completed and indeed is one of the objectives of the Greater Thetford development 
Partnership is to bring outside prosperity to the town and its surrounds.  I recommend that no further governance review of this nature is contemplated until the majority of the development outlined in the TAAP is completed and the new homes sold.

SSCT02500 I definitely support the proposal for no change to the governance arrangements and boundaries of Brettenham & Kilverstone, Croxton and Thetford Parish Councils.  It seems to me quite extraordinary that a council with a large population can just seek to take over parts
of its neighbouring councils for no justifiable reason - hardly a localism agenda.

SSCT02501 Dear Sir/Madam, I'm Agree with new proposal that SUE - is to remain with "Brettenham Kilverstone and Croxton Parish Councils." I think it would be very wrong not to.

SSCT02505 I agree that there should be no change in the present governance proposals. Brettenham and Kilverstone Parish Council can adequately look after the needs of the new community, and their Neighbourhood Plan will ensure the new community will be served well.

SSCT02506 I agree there should be no change to the present governance arrangements. The new Neighbourhood Plan developed by both Croxton and Brettenham and Kilverstone Parish Councils will ensure an integrated approach is taken to the new residents of the 5000 new
homes to be built within the SUE and the existing Parish Council has the expertise and willingness to look after the needs of the growing community.

SSCT02507 After reading all the information supplied I feel there should be no change in the present governance arrangements.

SSCT02509 Dear Sir/Madame, I wish my view to remain under the governance of Brettenham parish Council to be recorded as per the 2nd consultation request. I feel the Parish Council have run it well without any political bias therefore we wish to remain under control of the
Brettenham Parish Council and feel they are best placed to ensure the rural nature of our parish. 

SSCT02511 I disagree with the proposal. Thetford cannot cope now as it is. 

SSCT02512 Dear Sir/Madame, I wish my view to remain under the governance of Brettenham parish Council to be recorded as per the 2nd consultation request. I feel the Parish Council have run it well without any political bias therefore we wish to remain under control of the
Brettenham Parish Council and feel they are best placed to ensure the rural nature of our parish.

SSCT02513 I disagree with this proposal because if the new area is using Thetford already ridiculously over stretched services then they should at least pay toward them as everyone else has to
SSCT02514 I believe the boundaries should be changed . Such a large development will have an effect on the Thetford area and an increase in the use of all facilities that Thetford provides. 

SSCT02515

I disagree with the proposal of "No changes to the current arrangements". I feel most strongly that the boundary of Thetford Parish should be moved to encompass the new development of Kingsfleet. My reasoning for this is as follows:   1/ Community Identity — The 
Kingsfleet development will form a continuous urban area joined to the rest of Thetford. The new residents will clearly identify with Thetford and feel part of the town. The development lies within the A11 bypass, and is being marketed as "Kingsfleet — A New 
Neighbourhood for Thetford". Moving the boundary of Thetford to the A11, would reflect the natural identity of the Town as a single urban area. 2/ Council Tax Fairness — It would be unfair for an existing household on the south side of Joe Blunt's Lane to be paying 
around £90 per year more than a new household a few meters away on the other side of the Lane. Existing residents should not be asked to subsidise the new residents.  3/ Funding for Thetford Services — The new residents in the Kingsfleet development will be regular 
users of the facilities and services in the town, so it is only right that they should contribute to the costs by paying their parish council tax precept to the Town Council, at the higher town rate. If the boundary is not moved, then the local area will miss out on over £400,000 
per year that could be spent on local facilities.  4/ Local Representation for new Residents — The new residents in the SUE will be regular users of the facilities and services in the town, which for many will be a stone's throw away. It is therefore only right that they are 
able to influence town policies by electing town councillors. 5/ Efficiency of Local Government — If the boundaries are not changed, then the two rural parish councils will both have to deal with a large increase in population. It is unclear whether they would be able to 
cope with their additional responsibilities, without significant upheaval, and the need to employ staff for the first time. Thetford Town Council, on the other hand, already has the expertise to manage a large urban parish, and could absorb the additional responsibilities with 
little effort. 6/ Community Cohesion — Moving the boundary would support community cohesion in both the Town and the surrounding Villages. If the boundary is not moved, then it will split the town in two, disenfranchising a significant number of people from having a 
say in how the rest of the town is run. In addition, an urban/rural split in the surrounding parishes is likely to create tensions, and lead to difficulties on the parish councils.  7/ Protection of the Rural Character of the Village Parishes — If the boundary is not moved, then 
the new development would dominate the two parish council areas, changing them both from relatively small rural parishes to largely urban ones. The interests of the original villagers will dominated by the majority of residents in the new houses, and resources managed 
by the village parish councils would inevitably be focused on the new estates. 8/ Protection of Village Residents from Council Tax Rises — If the boundary is not moved, then Croxton, Brettenham and Kilverstone parishes will need to fund the urban services in the new 
houses. Street lighting, community facilities and open space will likely cost more per household than the existing village expenditure, inevitably leading to Council Tax rises for village residents. 8/ Protection of Village Residents from Council Tax Rises — If the boundary 
is not moved, then Croxton, Brettenham and Kilverstone parishes will need to fund the urban services in the new houses. Street lighting, community facilities and open space will likely cost more per household than the existing village expenditure, inevitably leading to 
Council Tax rises for village residents. 9/ Adopting Natural Barriers/Boundaries — Paragraph 83 of the official Government guidance of Community Governance Reviews states: "As far as boundaries between parishes are concerned, these should reflect the “no-man’s 
land” between communities represented by areas of low population or barriers such as rivers, roads or railways. They need to be, and be likely to remain, easily identifiable." The A11 bypass forms a natural boundary to to the Town of Thetford. To leave the boundaries 
where they are would not satisfy this criterion, as the contiguous urban area would be split between three parishes. Paragraph 84 of the same guidance explicitly supports the notion of expanding a parish boundary to keep new developments within the same parish. 
Furthermore, I reject both of the reasons given by the Community Governance Review Committee for their proposal. To count the responses by the proportion of each parish that responded is to give more weight to the views of each resident in the villages compared to 
the town, which goes against the principles of democracy. Since the future residents of Kingsfleet would have a significant self-interest in retaining a lower council tax as village parish residents, any future consultation involving them would be tainted by this, rather than 
being judged on the proper issues of community cohesion and efficiency of local governance. Moving the boundary after occupation would thus become politically difficult. It is therefore entirely appropriate that the decision is made prior to occupation, as it was with 
previous boundary changes. Finally, I must protest that the summary of the Stage One Consultation, and what I can see in the minutes of the deliberations made by the Community Governance Review, concentrated mainly on the numbers of responses for and against, 
and failed to properly consider the the actual arguments that respondents provided. The decision should have been made on the grounds of community cohesion and efficiency of local governance, but these do not appear to have been significant factors in the decision. 
Looking at a map of the area with the development and the current parish boundaries, it appears that Kilverstone Parish will be almost completely swallowed up by the development, with very little residential areas not contiguous with the Thetford urban area.  Therefore, 
my preferred solution would be to create a merged "Thetford and Kilverstone" Parish, with its northern boundary following the A11. Land currently in Croxton Parish south of the A11 would be transferred to the new "Thetford and Kilverstone" Parish. Land currently in 
Kilverstone Parish north of the A11 would be transferred to Croxton Parish.  Failing that, I would would expand the Thetford Boundary to follow the A11 to the West of Norwich Road, and the boundary of the new development to the East of Norwich Road

SSCT02516 I am very disappointed with the decision of the sub-committee. I disagree with their conclusion. The boundary should clearly be altered so that the new homes to be built become part of Thetford. They are so close that the residents will inevitably be part of Thetford so
they should technically be part of it as well. They will use Thetford based services and benefit from many of the town's attributes so should financially contribute towards them.

SSCT02517 I disagree with the proposal we should all pay the same

SSCT02520 Agree

SSCT02521 Disagree with proposal. Boundary should be moved to include new housing development, after all the people who move into this area will predominantly use the services provided by the Town and therefore any revenue from the houses should be used for the town of
which the development will be part of.

SSCT02522

I disagree with the proposal. From outset this new development has been determined as an increase to the town of Thetford. It lies within the A11 bypass and has been clearly marketed as part of Thetford – ‘Kingsfleet - A New Neighbourhood for Thetford’ . Any new 
resident will therefore clearly believe that they are moving to and living in Thetford and be regular users of facilities and services in the town. Why would they not expect to contribute to the costs of this provision through their Council Tax? Further the residents should be 
able to have a say in how the Town Council is run and they can only do that if they are able to vote to elect the town councillors. If the boundary is not moved it is not at all clear how the villages will cope with the significant increase in population and provision of services, 
something that Thetford Town Council is ideally placed to cope with. The concerns that the new development will act as a bolt on, will not integrate and create a dormitory town are only enhanced if the boundary is not changed. It makes no logical sense to not change it 
now or to delay that change until the development is populated.

SSCT02523 I believe the boundary should move to incorporate the new houses, or Thetford's already inadequate infrastructure will suffer more than it already does.
SSCT02524 Disagree

SSCT02525 I disagree with the proposal. The new houses to be built are within the A11 which effectively is a ring road around Thetford puts them in Thetford. They will use the facilities in Thetford anyone that thinks otherwise is naive. People are not going to travel elsewhere for
their services and therefore should be contributing  to help provide increased services that will be required for the increasing population.

SSCT02526 I strongly disagree with the proposal - The boundary needs to move
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SSCT02527 I disagree with the proposal on the grounds of community cohesion, the current village parish councils are not set up to provide the services required by such a large development, and the impact the new development will have on existing services in Thetford - the 
development is being marketed as ‘A new neighbourhood for Thetford’ therefore that’s what it should be, not an extension of neighbouring villages. 

SSCT02528 I agree to there be NO CHANGE.

SSCT02529

COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE REVIEW – PARISH OF THETFORD – STAGE 3 References: A. Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 B. Breckland Council Terms of Reference (Parish of Thetford). Following stage 1 of the Governance Review, in 
view of approaches by parishioners requesting further clarifications of the Governance Review, a survey was conducted by questionnaire, distributed to all Croxton households.  The general summary result of this survey indicated that most parishioners preferred that no 
change be made to the existing boundary.  However Croxton is a parish with two distinct areas, the village and major parish area which is rural in character lying North of the A11, and an area south of the A11, adjoining the Thetford boundary, which is primarily urban in 
character.  More than twice the number of parishioners lives in the rural north area than in the urban south area.  During a more detailed analysis of the above survey data recently carried out this showed a significant difference in preference between those living in the 
two areas.  Those living South of the A11 strongly oppose the proposed boundary change whereas the majority of those living North of the A11 are in favour of the proposed change.  The Kingsfleet development will effectively be an extension to Thetford with no large 
green spaces separating the new development from existing Thetford housing areas and will thus be predominantly urban in character.  There is no doubt that by the time a significant number of houses have been built in Kingsfleet, the nature of Croxton parish, and the 
Parish Council representation would change significantly and that the priorities and concerns of those living in Kingsfleet will likely differ from those living in the rural part of the parish.  Ultimately, it would appear sensible for the boundary to be moved so that Croxton 
parish would remain a rural parish which will have significantly different priorities to that of an urban area.  If this rationale is accepted, then the question is whether the boundary change should be left for some future date or implemented now.  It would seem more logical 
for the change to be made now prior to any houses being built and occupied.  This would avoid future governance change complications larger numbers of additional individuals.  If implemented now, some Croxton parishioners living South of the A11 may initially 
disagree and be disappointed but would probably accept the long term logic of the decision.

SSCT02530 I strongly disagree with the proposal to exclude the proposed dwellings from the Town's boundary. Clearly the new houses will be entirely dependent on Thetford's facilities and they should therefore contribute accordingly.
SSCT02531 It is only fair that the residents of these new houses contribute to the cost of services for the town as a whole.

SSCT02532
I disagree with the proposal not to change to the boundaries of Thetford.  I believe that by segregating the residents of the SUE from Thetford, whilst maintaining the separation of the SUE from the villages of Croxton and Kilverstone, will only serve to disenfranchise the 
inhabitants of the SUE as they will neither identify with Thetford or the villages.  Community cohesion is a primary consideration in any new development and I feel that this is being overlooked.  I am also concerned that community cohesion may be threatened within the 
primarily rural nature of the surrounding parishes by the introduction of what is essentially an urban development; the parish councils have stated their desire to maintain their rural identity in their Joint Neighbourhood Plan which would appear to also disagree with the 
2nd stage proposal of no change to the current boundary arrangements

SSCT02534 & 

My comments concern adherence to the government guidelines on Community Governance reviews and concern the process and matters to be taken into account before final recommendation. as a District Councillor I have no wish to appear predetermined. Re 
guidance note 15 “In many cases making changes to the boundaries of existing parishes, rather than creating an entirely new parish, will be sufficient to ensure that community governance arrangements to continue to reflect local identities and facilitate effective and 
convenient local government.” For example, over time communities may expand with new housing developments. This can often lead to existing parish boundaries becoming anomalous as new houses are built across the boundaries resulting in people being in different 
parishes from their neighbours. In such circumstances, the council should consider undertaking a community governance review, the terms of reference of which should include consideration of the boundaries of existing parishes. Re guidance note 16 “ A community 
governance review offers an opportunity to put in place strong, clearly defined boundaries, tied to firm ground features, and remove the many anomalous parish boundaries that exist in England”. It is not apparent that the sub-committee has examined any aspect of 
anomalous Parish Boundaries, nor seen fit to recommend removal of anomalies. These were referred to in the Town Council submission. Re guidance note 23 Ultimately, the recommendations made in a community governance review ought to bring about improved 
community engagement, better local democracy and result in more effective and convenient delivery of local services. The sub-committee have not demonstrated how convenient delivery of local services will be achieved through maintaining the status quo. Re guidance 
note 33 When undertaking the review they must have regard to the need to secure that community governance reflects the identities and interests of the community in the area under review, and the need to secure that community governance in that area is effective and 
convenient. Comment, this point is further reinforced in guidance note 52 (see below) requiring the principal council to ENSURE effective governance. Re guidance note 34 Under the 2007 Act principal councils are required to consult both those local government electors 
in the area under review, and others (including a local authority such as a county council) which appears to the principal council to have an interest in the review. In the case of a community governance review where a parish council already exists, as a local authority, it 
too should be consulted. Other bodies might include local businesses, local public and voluntary organisations - such as schools or health bodies. The principal council must take into account any representations it receives as part of a community governance review. 
Comment, what actions has the sub-committee taken as regards wider consultation? Re guidance note 52. Section 93 of the 2007 Act requires principal councils to ensure that community governance within the area under review will be: reflective of the identities and 
interests of the community in that area and effective and convenient. Comment Will it be convenient for the residents of the SUE to travel a number of miles to a Parish Council meeting rather than hop on the bus service to be provided into the centre of Thetford, 
keyword CONVENIENT. Re guidance note 56 Parish councils can contribute to the creation of successful communities by influencing the quality of planning and design of public spaces and the built environment, as well as improving the management and maintenance 
of such amenities. Comment, the first of the reserved matters applications for the SUE (within Croxton Parish) has recently been approved. Neither of the village Parishes sought fit to comment. Thetford Town Council made comments regards connectivity, subsequent to 
which the developer produced amended plans incorporating Town Council suggestions. This is a precise example of community leadership being provided by the Town of Thetford regarding matters within the settlement boundary of Thetford. Re guidance note 65 Wider 
initiatives such as the Quality Parish Scheme and charters agreed between parish councils and principal councils also help to give a greater understanding of securing effective and convenient local government. In such cases, parish and town councils which are well 
managed and good at representing local views will be in a better position to work closely with partner authorities to take more responsibility for shaping their area’s development and running its services. Comment: is the Council satisfied that the Parishes have or will 
quickly be able to deliver the staffing and financial resource to enable effective partnership working with the District Council? 

SSCT02534 & 

Re guidance note 83 As far as boundaries between parishes are concerned, these should reflect the “no-man’s land” between communities represented by areas of low population or barriers such as rivers, roads or railways. They need to be, and be likely to remain, 
easily identifiable. For instance, factors to consider include parks and recreation grounds which sometimes provide natural breaks between communities but they can equally act as focal points. A single community would be unlikely to straddle a river where there are no 
crossing points, or a large area of moor land or marshland. Another example might be where a community appeared to be divided by a motorway (unless connected by walkways at each end). Whatever boundaries are selected they need to be, and be likely to remain, 
easily identifiable. Comment, connectivity across the Thetford bypass is in particular a major consideration. Re guidance note 85 A review of parish boundaries is an opportunity to put in place strong boundaries, tied to firm ground detail, and remove anomalous parish 
boundaries. No further comment. Re guidance note 92 A principal council must make recommendations as to: 
 a) whether a new parish or any new parishes should be constituted   b) whether existing parishes should or should not be abolished or whether the area of existing parishes should be altered or 
 c) what the electoral arrangements for new or existing parishes, which are to have parish councils, should be  Comment The recommendation of no change with particular reference to the size of Croxton Parish Council is particularly surprising. Council size Re guidance 
note 154 In practice, there is a wide variation of council size between parish councils. That variation appears to be influenced by population. Research by the Aston Business School Parish and Town Councils in England (HMSO, 1992), found that the typical parish 
council representing less than 500 people had between five and eight councillors; those between 501 and 2,500 had six to 12 councillors; and those between 2,501 and 10,000 had nine to 16 councillors. Most parish councils with a population of between 10,001 and 
20,000 had between 13 and 27 councillors, while almost all councils representing a population of over 20,000 had between 13 and 31 councillors. No recommendation to increase council size has been made perhaps due to electoral forecasts being absent. The status 
quo would see a doubling to trebling of the Croxton population in a very short time with no increase in the number of Parish Councillors, currently five. Re guidance note 157 Principal councils should also bear in mind that the conduct of parish council business does not 
usually require a large body of councillors. In addition, historically many parish councils, particularly smaller ones, have found difficulty in attracting sufficient candidates to stand for election. This has led to uncontested elections and/or a need to co-opt members in order 
to fill vacancies. However, a parish council’s budget and planned or actual level of service provision may also be important factors in reaching conclusions on council size. Croxton Parish in particular have suggested that they can provide the enhanced facilities of the 
SUE with little or no real term increase in precept per dwelling. I consider this entirely unrealistic, with matters including street lighting, open space maintenance, allotment provision, operation of a community centre, provision of enhanced cemetery facilities etc all for £20 
per dwelling per year. Re guidance note 171 Electorate forecasts should be made available to all interested parties as early as possible in the review process, ideally before the formal commencement of the review so that they are available to all who may wish to make 
representations. This appears not to have been made available to the public.

SSCT02536 I strongly disagree on new boundary 

SSCT02537

COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE REVIEW – PARISH of THETFORD References: A Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 B. Breckland Council Terms of Reference (Parish of Thetford) C. Second stage of Breckland Council’s Community 
Governance Review for Thetford.  Brettenham and Kilverstone Parish Council has considered the Thetford second stage proposals under the Community Governance Review of Thetford Parish.  The council has not changed its position that is is wholly supportive of the 
wider aim to bring employment, prosperity, and an additional 5,000 new homes, to the area and that the governance of the Greater Thetford Area should remain through its 3 parish councils [Thetford, Croxton and Brettenham and Kilverstone].  Accordingly, the Council is 
grateful for, and fully supports, the second stage proposal that those living in the SUE area to be consulted, and that this should be carried out when the houses are built and occupied.  The Parish Council continues to be very conscious of its responsibilities to its 
residents and to this end its draft Neighbourhood Plan, developed jointly with Croxton Parish Council, which seeks to integrate the new development and its residents with the existing largely rural community, has now received the Examiner’s recommendation that the 
JNP goes forward to referendum across the 2 PC areas approved by Breckland District Council of 8 Jul 14. The Parish Council is very concerned by some of the rhetoric being espoused though the Thetford Forum on Facebook.  In particular, Thetford residents are being 
asked to oppose the second stage proposals under inaccurate information, as illustrated below: June 2018   - Thetford residents generally believe that they and their wishes are being ignored by Breckland – for example the Bus Station – Kingsfleet residents will  still be 
using the town and its facilities, so it’s only fair that they should pay the same as Thetford residents have to – if the boundary remains unchanged than a heavier cost burden for additional facilities and infrastructure will fall on the Thetford residents. Not fair. – if the 
boundary to include Kingsfleet this won’t affect the existing village parishes. May 2018 - if it the Thetford town boundary isn’t changed to include the new 5,000 houses then it’s almost certain that you won’t be able to get your kids in to the school of your choice and 
perhaps not even into one in Thetford.  The dentists or doctors lists would all be full! Every person living in Thetford over the age of 18 can sign up.  Don’t sign up on line – we don’t know if they are even being counted by Breckland DC and we need to keep count so we 
can be certain o the numbers.  The Parish Council; does not want to counter this false rhetoric  in detail in this letter but suffice it to say there are 3 new primary and one secondary schools planned and Section 106 money allocated to them; primary care facilities are 
also planned in the SUE, along with other community facilities sadly lacking in the 3 village parishes.  In conclusion, the Parish Council strongly supports the Community Governance Review Sub Communities proposal to Breckland Council that there should be no 
boundary change and that in the future any new proposal for a boundary change should include the views of those living in the SUE area, who should be consulted, and this should only be carried out when the houses are built and occupied.  AM Poulter OBE Chairman.
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SSCT02538 I disagree with the proposal. For too long Thetford has been left as a second class town but community charge has increased considerably and we should not be paying for new comers to use the few facilities we have. Come on Breckland be fair to Thetford citizens.
SSCT02540 Think the Thetford Boundary should be extended I therefore disagree
SSCT02545 My view is that the boundary of Thetfrod should be extended to include the area where the 5000 new houses are to be built I therefore disagree with the proposal of no change.
SSCT02546 I do not agree. Boundary should be changed

SSCT02548 I DISAGREE.  1. Ihave already given my views on line. 2. I am informed by 2 Breckland Councillors that we do not know if the council is taking any notice of on line comments. 3. I am further told by a Thetford Councillor that its not enough just to write DISAGREE, you 
have to quantify your views. I have done that!

SSCT02553 Disagree I Disagree with the proposal. Its unaceptable and unfair. If the new kingsfleet estate is not included in the Thetford Town Boundary
SSCT02563 I disagree with the proposal, as these properties should be included with the Thetford Boundary
SSCT02604 I disagree with the proposal as there is no doubt that the residents of the new Kingsfleet Development will be using Thetford Facilities just as much as residents withi the Thetford boundary.
SSCT02627 I feel that its not right that people in Croxton can come into Thetford to use our facilities when they pay less council tax than we do in Thetford.
SSCT02628 People in Croxton village should pay the same council tax as people in Thetford if they come in to use our facilities
SSCT02634 I disagree strongly. I feel this should be considered an expansion of thetford town
SSCT02635 I disagree 5,000 new homes is too many we need more schools and g.p.s they should be paying thetford council tax as they will use oue town and school
SSCT02636 I disagree because the 5000 new homes will be in Thetford and all the towns infrastructure will be used by any new commers to the town there for any new rate should go to the town
SSCT02639 Disagree boundary should be moved
SSCT02641 There was no response marked on this submission
SSCT02646 Idisagree with the proposal. If they plan to use Thetfords amenities they should then live in "Thetford"
SSCT02652 There was no response marked on this submisssion
SSCT02793 Disagree boundaries need to change to include new housing under Thetford
SSCT02795 Disagree boundaries need to be changed
SSCT02796 Disagree please change the boundaries
SSCT02799 I disagree - we moved to Thetford in April, so our names may not yet be on the Electoral Register Breckland and Thetford councils know of us.
SSCT02807 Disagree - 5000 houses is a town not a viliage Thetford is already organised to support a town Croxton is not including Kingsfleet with Thetford is cheaper and easier
SSCT02814 Disagree with the proposal for no change
SSCT02841 I disagree as all bands of council tax should apply
SSCT02842 All residents should pay the same for use of the local facilties so I strongly disagree
SSCT02878 Disagree Residents in the new houses will use Thetford's facilitieis and Thetford Town Council desperatelly needs to funds their council tax would bring in order to provide the extra faiclities the extra residents will require
SSCT02898 Disagree if the people on the new houses are naturally going to be using our town and facilties they should pay the same rate of council tax
SSCT02901 Very bad discraceful
SSCT02902 Disagree very bad
SSCT02931 Disagree very bad
SSCT02970 Usual pre-decided agenda which I do not agree with
SSCT02971 Disagree unfair boundaries
SSCT03014 I disagree all Thetford residents show use the facilties should pay the same rates!
SSCT03039 Disagree Ive paid dearly for what I believe is right many towns in the region are having their chance Ifastructure won't cope will it! 
SSCT03044 Disagree. We moved to the first phase of Cloverfields which at the time was Brettenham, But! Had to change to Thetford/Breckland without any conultation!
SSCT03045 I Disagree with the proposal. Those who will undoubtedly make use of Thetford's amenities should pay the same council tax as Thetford Residents. 
SSCT03046 Disagree, we need more facilities
SSCT03058 Disagree. I find that breckland council are full of crooks out to line there own pockets. Spend the money on Thetford Town not on linning there own pockets and there contractors pockets
SSCT03073 Disagree, there must be a change on the boundaries
SSCT03074 Should be part of Thetford and pay same rates
SSCT03078 I disagree with the proposal. It is obviuos that the impact made by the kingsland urban development, with additional burdon on local roads + services, will need additional funding. Contribution by kingsfleet residents is fair and essential.
SSCT03087 I disagree with the proposal that there should be no changes to the existing thetford Town boundary 
SSCT03088 Idisagree with the proposal. The new estate (kingsfleet)will be a significant drain on Thetfords resources and therefore should be included in the Thetford boundary to ensure that tax is collected to pay for them
SSCT03089 I Disagree with the proposal, the size of this project would drain already stretched resources by not collecting any tax in that area due to the boundary 
SSCT03104 I AGREE
SSCT03118 There was no response marked on this submission
SSCT03131 I disagree that there should be no changes to the existing Town Boundary
SSCT03132 I disagree. The boundary should be extended to include new houses
SSCT03155 Agree
SSCT03186 I disagree with the consultation as they will be using our amenities for less rates
SSCT03236 Disagree If they become part of Thetford, we need investment in more GP/healthcare.
SSCT03246 I disagree with the proposal and the boundary should be changed to include kingsfleet. Those residents should pay the rate for the local services they will benefit from.
SSCT03300 I Disagree with this proposal because the extra income from the newly included in the council tax will be needed to keep Thetford moving forward
SSCT03313 It should be part of "expanding Thetford"
SSCT03327 I disagree with the proposal, that Thetford Town boundary be extended to include 5,000new houses in new urban extension. Not enough fercilities
SSCT03360 I disagree - I like equality
SSCT03361 I disagree - to keep costs down
SSCT03376 I think it is fair that people who use our town facilities should pay towards them
SSCT03420 I do not approve of the boundary change
SSCT03446 Disagree as will cost Thetford town a lot of hardship and costs from them using our services 
SSCT03490 I disagree with the proposal of no change to the Thteford boundaries
SSCT03506 I strongly disagree with the proposal as its completely unfair
SSCT03513 I disagree there should be a change
SSCT03516 Services are stretched as it is without more houses + people stretching things further

SSCT03531 I disagree with the proposal of no change as feel the boundary should include sue as our town hosts a lot of facilities that they already use. I feel the extra income they would provide the town if they were included in the boundary of Thetford would hopefully mean more 
money towards town improvement for example

SSCT03534 I disagree with the proposal, the boundaries need to be changed, 5000 homes will impact on Thetford so extra council tax should be found
SSCT03535 I disagree. The proposed "Build" should be incorperated into Thetford Town as an act of mutual benefit
SSCT03570 Keep it in Thetford DISSAGREE
SSCT03571 Keep it all in Thetford DISSAGREE
SSCT03647 disagree why should they pay less council tax when they will be using all our facilities
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SSCT03658 Jobs Dentist doctors
SSCT03663 No Doctor appointments No Dentists
SSCT03664 Doctors appointments Dentist appointments
SSCT03704 Disagree The Thetford Town Boundary should be extended to include all the new kingsfleet urban extension
SSCT03719 Disagree The development should be in a extended Thetford Town boundary
SSCT03793 Disagree - The Boundary should move
SSCT03844 Do not agree. Too much traffic down croxton road already. Not enough Doctors.
SSCT03884 Disagree - Should be part of Thetford
SSCT03894 I disagree keep within thetford boundary
SSCT03896 I disagree. I wish them to be including in Thetford
SSCT03907 I disagree with the proposal and think it would be very unfair to expect existing residents to pay more than people on the new development
SSCT03908 I strongly disagree with the proposal. And consider everyone should pay the same amount of council tax
SSCT03922 They should pay same as all Thetfrod residants. As they will be using same services. Disagree
SSCT03927 Disagree not fair on Thetford
SSCT03943 I disagree to this proposal as it disadvantages current residents

The number of representations to which a single word ‘Disagree or similar single phrase’ was used was 3,347.
  
Copies of these documents are available for public inspection at Breckland Council offices before the 
meeting or as a separate document on the Breckland Council Website
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